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California Against Slavery
Human Relations Commission
Does City of Palo Alto Human Relations Commission Have Events Lined Up?
Wednesday, December 11, 2019 12:05:28 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of
opening attachments and clicking on links.

Any Events for 2020?
Greetings!
We know that you have had to wear
many hats to make your 2019 goals
possible. Our goal for 2020 is to be
a platform for organizations to
promote their events, making your
job a little easier. For a truly
connected and collaborating
California, we need YOU! We have
many plans in the works, but this
January, we'll start off by creating a
Statewide Calendar of Events!
If City of Palo Alto Human Relations Commission has any events lined up,

we would love to share them.

Submit Your Event!
If you have any questions contact Luz at luz@californiaagainstslavery.org
Thank you for fighting against slavery together!

California Against Slavery | P.O. Box 19323, San Diego, CA 92159
Unsubscribe hrc@cityofpaloalto.org
Update Profile | About Constant Contact
Sent by cas@californiaagainstslavery.org in collaboration with

Try email marketing for free today!
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To:

Subject:
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super nova
raymond.hulser@usdoj.gov; cityattorney@santaclaraca.gov; brian.stretch@usdoj.gov; bcc@dca.ca.gov;
mc03100-11@yahoo.com; info@kamalaharris.org; info@scottwiener.com; otaylor@sfchronicle.com;
srubenstein@sfchronicle.com; susan.lee@doj.ca.gov; dsun@cupertino.org; admissions@calbar.ca.gov;
johanna.luerra@shf.sccgov.org; angelo.tom@hud.gov; district7@sanjoseca.gov; markhamplazata@gmail.com;
moneal@pdo.sccgov.org; schatman@scscourt.org; donald.rocha@sanjoseca.gov; dave.cortese@bos.sccgov.org;
sylvia.macdonald@ido.sccgov.org; mary.murtagh@eahhousing.org; gary.goodman@pdo.sccgov.org;
hwilliams@scscourt.org; Human Relations Commission; aleksandra.ridgeway@sheriff.sccgov.org;
wbrown@sfchronicle.com; mturpin@bayareanewsgroup.com; publisher@bayareanewsgroup.com;
editor@bayareanewsgroup.com; eclendaniel@bayareanewsgroup.com; jharper@vanlevylaw.com;
rkeith@bayareanewsgroup.com; sdussault@bayareanewsgroup.com; helbraun@helbraunlaw.com;
jrobinson@bayareanewsgroup.com; jcanova@scusd.net; csanfilippo@scusd.net; asgonzalez@scusd.net;
jmuirhead@scusd.net; vjfairchild@scusd.net; aratermann@scusd.net; mrichardson@scusd.net;
mryan@scusd.net; Al Smith; Cary Andrew Crittenden; Be Judged; Peter Fimrite; Nanette Asimov; Public Defender
Media; Fulvio Cajina; Mayor and Council; Lee Bagley; Thompson Sharkey; Greenpeace New Zealand; Bernie; The
Sanders Institute; The Gates Notes; The New York Times; Neil Patrick Harris and David Burtka; Greenfoothills
Info; Lik Roper; Cary Andrew Crittenden; Ro Khanna; Rainforest Alliance; Greenepaceusa Info; mcuban@axs.tv;
joebravo@bravolaw.com; Carpenterandmayfield Info; districtattorney@sfgov.org; sixth.district@jud.ca.gov;
editor@paloaltofreepress.com; joe@piastalaw.biz; JOHN CLEFSTAD; scottlarent28@hotmail.com; will@crimdefense.com; super nova
Re: KNOW JUSTICE KNOW PEACE (CONTINUED)...
Tuesday, December 17, 2019 11:35:05 AM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

Ok I suspected no one would answer back...It could be due to the holidays but I doubt
it...Many of you SCUSD folks saw my last email I suspect...Anyway; most school
district trustees are these sort of novice local individuals who were encouraged to run
for their seat by their Auntie Janie or whatever; so I don't expect any responses...Don
Sun would have been the exception due to his experience in Cupertino government
and/or the way the Vallco situation was handled so carefully by the City of Cupertino
until democratic governor Newsom destroyed the deepened democratic process with
a wrecking ball...You must remember that many Cupertino residents came from areas
of the world where there is no democratic process; therefore this is beyond insulting
and hurtful to the process...
Many school district officials also think since they are helping out children that
anything they do is acceptable...I know all about that special kind of condescending
hubris...And I also know that since you all know I am a powerful and unstoppable
local journalist and activist and self-appointed Mayor of Southwest Sunnyvale who is
questioning all of you -- that you all are taking the fifth right now because you are not
only all apparently part of a conspiracy against truth -- but you are also frightened that
you all did something major without required public approval...
And I also noticed that the Hong Kong deepened democracy story has all but dropped
out of the news since publishing my blog post about it...Because let's face it; I made a
very uncomfortable -- yet accurate -- description of current events and it made some
people quite uneasy...Good then...Truth is a very powerful weapon is it not?
My point has always been for many years now that our system of american
government does not like deepened democracy and never has...Deepened
democracy means that all of the expensively purchased fake-ass government officials
who were elected by special interests to do certain things will not have as much sway
over proceedings...It also means bed ridden people will be able to vote about

important issues online from their beds...Because if we can do multi-thousand dollar
transactions online safely then we can also safely vote online too with some effort...
It also means the voices of average folks will rise and finally be acknowledged to
bring betterment to society; so all of the things that were previously ignored can finally
be addressed in a more broad fashion...
Questionable decisions made by larger groups of people will still exist; but at least
those decisions will have been run by more people...Exactly like the situation I forced
at the Peterson field a decade ago which brought about amazing results and
permanent changes to our neighborhood; with a permanent bucolic SCUSD farm
which helps to preserve our valleys' proud farming tradition...You're welcome...All for
now...
On Sunday, December 8, 2019, 6:59:39 PM PST, super nova <galaxy_454@yahoo.com> wrote:

I also wanted to comment that the last time I attended an SCUSD board meeting I
was almost run over purposefully in the parking lot outside of the building; and I have
always wondered whether it was tied to the same person and/or group of persons
who tried to ambush me back in July of 2007...It was a similar SUV-type vehicle...
Either way; this is a safer and more convenient method of communicating with the
SCUSD -- with oversight from federal and county etc officials as well so my
communications cannot be twisted into something they are not to try and silence my
valiant activist efforts...And speaking of that oversight; I wanted to mention that I have
heard from neighbors who have attempted to communicate with SCUSD trustees via
email without getting any response; including myself...Why do SCUSD trustees list
their email addresses but do not respond?
Is there anyone home SCUSD? I ask one brave SCUSD soul to speak out to us all
and explain...
On Friday, December 6, 2019, 12:53:16 PM PST, super nova <galaxy_454@yahoo.com> wrote:

Oh and then there's this:
-------- Beginning of forwarded message -------05.12.2019, 22:14, "Susanne Bentley" <senior.affairs@groupmail.com>:
Hello Jason
Here is partial list of the main people involved & having critical info pertaining to the
bribery investigation into the financial dealings of Judge Socrates Peter Manoukian
and its corresponding lifestyle audit, which from what I understand, is supplement
included in the final investigative file.
Investigator;" Kevin Williams: http://www.namcodiversity.org/committees/kevinwilliams/
Retired FBI agent''; Robyn Gritz: https://londoncenter.org/robyn-gritz/

Carole Herman: https://www.4fate.org/carole_herman.php
Investigative Reporter Janet Phelan: https://www.laprogressive.com/author/janetphelan/
Ted Scarlett: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f5R57jWPb54
Susanne
Sent: Thursday, December 05, 2019 at 5:57 PM
From: "Susanne Bentley" <senior.affairs@groupmail.com>
To: "Markham Plaza Tenant Association" <markhamplazata@gmail.com>
Cc: bill@sdap.org, patrict@sdap.org
Subject: Re: Heidi Yauman
Hello Jason, This matter involves a very complex bribery investigation into the
financial affairs of judge Socrates Peter Manoukian, that was preceded by a lifestyle
audit, which was triggered in great part by the work of Kevin Williams, an investigator
out of San Francisco, and Carrole Herman, from F.A.T.E., (Foundation Aiding The
Elderly) coordinated with Bay Area coalition members in compiling the relevant
probate court records. Janet Phelan was was also involved.
Terri's investigative files were removed from San Benito county and passed over via
"Task Force" delivered to retired FBI agent Robyn Gritz and designated records
custodian in the San Francisco Bay Area. Lynn should know who this person is.
Susanne
On Friday, December 6, 2019, 12:44:50 PM PST, super nova <galaxy_454@yahoo.com> wrote:

DEMOCRACY ON LIFE SUPPORT: CALIFORNIA SENATE BILLS SB 50 AND/OR SB 35 AND THE
DETRIMENTAL EFFECT UPON PUBLIC COMMENTARY AND/OR THE DEMOCRATIC PROCESS IN
GENERAL

DEMOCRACY ON LIFE SUPPORT: CALIFORNIA
SENATE BILLS SB 50 AND/OR SB 35 AN...
MATURE REDWOOD CLONE TAKEN FROM BASE OF
REDWOODS THAT USED TO GROW ALONG THE EDGE OF
THE PETERSON TENNIS COURTS ...

To bring the SCUSD up to date; I sacrificed almost a decade of my time; energy and
good life of 50+ years in this neighborhood when I stuck my neck out for and helped
save the Peterson field parcel a decade ago...
I brought the neighborhood together then experienced blow back in the form of
harassment and stalking and menacing etc...And it appears that not only police were
involved in this; but also actively worked to cover it up as it continued on unabated...
I managed to establish deepened democracy here in the Birdland neighborhood
during this time -- which is a proud tradition that must be carried forward into the
future -- but it also appears not only are the bleachers closed off which Peterson High
School alumni offered to fix with their dollars; but a pool where Olympic swimming
champion Mark Spitz trained has also been demolished as well; along with the
beautiful grove of redwoods that lined the tennis courts!?! These redwoods not only
were beautiful; but they also provided habitat for wildlife; much needed noise
abatement for nearby neighbors -- along with important carbon sequestration as
well...How could this have been allowed to happen? What kind of psychopaths would
do such a thing?
Either way; I cut some clones from the base of the redwoods a few years back; so all
is not lost...But it is still unconscionable the redwood grove was removed...Was a
required permit issued for their removal? And what is the plan for the parcel currently
surrounded by construction fencing? Please respond as their are many witnesses to
this email that are likely wondering what is going on there as well...
I thought it might be a good idea to share this information and these blog posts with
the SCUSD Trustees to keep them up to date with what is going on behind the
scenes...I started a new email thread today because the last thread was getting too
large and made it difficult to open up after awhile...
SEE ALSO: BIRDLAND FREE PRESS

BIRDLAND FREE PRESS
ZERO PABLUM NEWS FOR THE SUNNYVALE BIRDLAND
NEIGHBORHOOD AND BEYOND...
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here's my latest related Facebook post:
On Tuesday, December 17, 2019, 11:34:45 AM PST, super nova <galaxy_454@yahoo.com> wrote:

Ok I suspected no one would answer back...It could be due to the holidays but I doubt
it...Many of you SCUSD folks saw my last email I suspect...Anyway; most school
district trustees are these sort of novice local individuals who were encouraged to run
for their seat by their Auntie Janie or whatever; so I don't expect any responses...Don
Sun would have been the exception due to his experience in Cupertino government
and/or the way the Vallco situation was handled so carefully by the City of Cupertino
until democratic governor Newsom destroyed the deepened democratic process with
a wrecking ball...You must remember that many Cupertino residents came from areas
of the world where there is no democratic process; therefore this is beyond insulting
and hurtful to the process...
Many school district officials also think since they are helping out children that
anything they do is acceptable...I know all about that special kind of condescending
hubris...And I also know that since you all know I am a powerful and unstoppable
local journalist and activist and self-appointed Mayor of Southwest Sunnyvale who is
questioning all of you -- that you all are taking the fifth right now because you are not
only all apparently part of a conspiracy against truth -- but you are also frightened that
you all did something major without required public approval...
And I also noticed that the Hong Kong deepened democracy story has all but dropped
out of the news since publishing my blog post about it...Because let's face it; I made a
very uncomfortable -- yet accurate -- description of current events and it made some
people quite uneasy...Good then...Truth is a very powerful weapon is it not?

My point has always been for many years now that our system of american
government does not like deepened democracy and never has...Deepened
democracy means that all of the expensively purchased fake-ass government officials
who were elected by special interests to do certain things will not have as much sway
over proceedings...It also means bed ridden people will be able to vote about
important issues online from their beds...Because if we can do multi-thousand dollar
transactions online safely then we can also safely vote online too with some effort...
It also means the voices of average folks will rise and finally be acknowledged to
bring betterment to society; so all of the things that were previously ignored can finally
be addressed in a more broad fashion...
Questionable decisions made by larger groups of people will still exist; but at least
those decisions will have been run by more people...Exactly like the situation I forced
at the Peterson field a decade ago which brought about amazing results and
permanent changes to our neighborhood; with a permanent bucolic SCUSD farm
which helps to preserve our valleys' proud farming tradition...You're welcome...All for
now...
On Sunday, December 8, 2019, 6:59:39 PM PST, super nova <galaxy_454@yahoo.com> wrote:

I also wanted to comment that the last time I attended an SCUSD board meeting I
was almost run over purposefully in the parking lot outside of the building; and I have
always wondered whether it was tied to the same person and/or group of persons
who tried to ambush me back in July of 2007...It was a similar SUV-type vehicle...
Either way; this is a safer and more convenient method of communicating with the
SCUSD -- with oversight from federal and county etc officials as well so my
communications cannot be twisted into something they are not to try and silence my
valiant activist efforts...And speaking of that oversight; I wanted to mention that I have
heard from neighbors who have attempted to communicate with SCUSD trustees via
email without getting any response; including myself...Why do SCUSD trustees list
their email addresses but do not respond?
Is there anyone home SCUSD? I ask one brave SCUSD soul to speak out to us all
and explain...
On Friday, December 6, 2019, 12:53:16 PM PST, super nova <galaxy_454@yahoo.com> wrote:

Oh and then there's this:
-------- Beginning of forwarded message -------05.12.2019, 22:14, "Susanne Bentley" <senior.affairs@groupmail.com>:
Hello Jason
Here is partial list of the main people involved & having critical info pertaining to the
bribery investigation into the financial dealings of Judge Socrates Peter Manoukian
and its corresponding lifestyle audit, which from what I understand, is supplement

included in the final investigative file.
Investigator;" Kevin Williams: http://www.namcodiversity.org/committees/kevinwilliams/
Retired FBI agent''; Robyn Gritz: https://londoncenter.org/robyn-gritz/
Carole Herman: https://www.4fate.org/carole_herman.php
Investigative Reporter Janet Phelan: https://www.laprogressive.com/author/janetphelan/
Ted Scarlett: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f5R57jWPb54
Susanne
Sent: Thursday, December 05, 2019 at 5:57 PM
From: "Susanne Bentley" <senior.affairs@groupmail.com>
To: "Markham Plaza Tenant Association" <markhamplazata@gmail.com>
Cc: bill@sdap.org, patrict@sdap.org
Subject: Re: Heidi Yauman
Hello Jason, This matter involves a very complex bribery investigation into the
financial affairs of judge Socrates Peter Manoukian, that was preceded by a lifestyle
audit, which was triggered in great part by the work of Kevin Williams, an investigator
out of San Francisco, and Carrole Herman, from F.A.T.E., (Foundation Aiding The
Elderly) coordinated with Bay Area coalition members in compiling the relevant
probate court records. Janet Phelan was was also involved.
Terri's investigative files were removed from San Benito county and passed over via
"Task Force" delivered to retired FBI agent Robyn Gritz and designated records
custodian in the San Francisco Bay Area. Lynn should know who this person is.
Susanne
On Friday, December 6, 2019, 12:44:50 PM PST, super nova <galaxy_454@yahoo.com> wrote:

DEMOCRACY ON LIFE SUPPORT: CALIFORNIA SENATE BILLS SB 50 AND/OR SB 35 AND THE
DETRIMENTAL EFFECT UPON PUBLIC COMMENTARY AND/OR THE DEMOCRATIC PROCESS IN
GENERAL

DEMOCRACY ON LIFE SUPPORT: CALIFORNIA

SENATE BILLS SB 50 AND/OR SB 35 AN...
MATURE REDWOOD CLONE TAKEN FROM BASE OF
REDWOODS THAT USED TO GROW ALONG THE EDGE OF
THE PETERSON TENNIS COURTS ...

To bring the SCUSD up to date; I sacrificed almost a decade of my time; energy and
good life of 50+ years in this neighborhood when I stuck my neck out for and helped
save the Peterson field parcel a decade ago...
I brought the neighborhood together then experienced blow back in the form of
harassment and stalking and menacing etc...And it appears that not only police were
involved in this; but also actively worked to cover it up as it continued on unabated...
I managed to establish deepened democracy here in the Birdland neighborhood
during this time -- which is a proud tradition that must be carried forward into the
future -- but it also appears not only are the bleachers closed off which Peterson High
School alumni offered to fix with their dollars; but a pool where Olympic swimming
champion Mark Spitz trained has also been demolished as well; along with the
beautiful grove of redwoods that lined the tennis courts!?! These redwoods not only
were beautiful; but they also provided habitat for wildlife; much needed noise
abatement for nearby neighbors -- along with important carbon sequestration as
well...How could this have been allowed to happen? What kind of psychopaths would
do such a thing?
Either way; I cut some clones from the base of the redwoods a few years back; so all
is not lost...But it is still unconscionable the redwood grove was removed...Was a
required permit issued for their removal? And what is the plan for the parcel currently
surrounded by construction fencing? Please respond as their are many witnesses to
this email that are likely wondering what is going on there as well...
I thought it might be a good idea to share this information and these blog posts with
the SCUSD Trustees to keep them up to date with what is going on behind the
scenes...I started a new email thread today because the last thread was getting too
large and made it difficult to open up after awhile...
SEE ALSO: BIRDLAND FREE PRESS

BIRDLAND FREE PRESS

ZERO PABLUM NEWS FOR THE SUNNYVALE BIRDLAND
NEIGHBORHOOD AND BEYOND...
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jmuirhead@scusd.net; vjfairchild@scusd.net; aratermann@scusd.net; mrichardson@scusd.net;
mryan@scusd.net; Al Smith; Cary Andrew Crittenden; Be Judged; Peter Fimrite; Nanette Asimov; Public Defender
Media; Fulvio Cajina; Mayor and Council; Lee Bagley; Thompson Sharkey; Greenpeace New Zealand; Bernie; The
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CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

here's my latest related Facebook post:
On Tuesday, December 17, 2019, 11:34:45 AM PST, super nova <galaxy_454@yahoo.com> wrote:

Ok I suspected no one would answer back...It could be due to the holidays but I doubt
it...Many of you SCUSD folks saw my last email I suspect...Anyway; most school
district trustees are these sort of novice local individuals who were encouraged to run
for their seat by their Auntie Janie or whatever; so I don't expect any responses...Don
Sun would have been the exception due to his experience in Cupertino government
and/or the way the Vallco situation was handled so carefully by the City of Cupertino
until democratic governor Newsom destroyed the deepened democratic process with
a wrecking ball...You must remember that many Cupertino residents came from areas
of the world where there is no democratic process; therefore this is beyond insulting
and hurtful to the process...
Many school district officials also think since they are helping out children that
anything they do is acceptable...I know all about that special kind of condescending
hubris...And I also know that since you all know I am a powerful and unstoppable
local journalist and activist and self-appointed Mayor of Southwest Sunnyvale who is
questioning all of you -- that you all are taking the fifth right now because you are not
only all apparently part of a conspiracy against truth -- but you are also frightened that
you all did something major without required public approval...
And I also noticed that the Hong Kong deepened democracy story has all but dropped
out of the news since publishing my blog post about it...Because let's face it; I made a
very uncomfortable -- yet accurate -- description of current events and it made some
people quite uneasy...Good then...Truth is a very powerful weapon is it not?

My point has always been for many years now that our system of american
government does not like deepened democracy and never has...Deepened
democracy means that all of the expensively purchased fake-ass government officials
who were elected by special interests to do certain things will not have as much sway
over proceedings...It also means bed ridden people will be able to vote about
important issues online from their beds...Because if we can do multi-thousand dollar
transactions online safely then we can also safely vote online too with some effort...
It also means the voices of average folks will rise and finally be acknowledged to
bring betterment to society; so all of the things that were previously ignored can finally
be addressed in a more broad fashion...
Questionable decisions made by larger groups of people will still exist; but at least
those decisions will have been run by more people...Exactly like the situation I forced
at the Peterson field a decade ago which brought about amazing results and
permanent changes to our neighborhood; with a permanent bucolic SCUSD farm
which helps to preserve our valleys' proud farming tradition...You're welcome...All for
now...
On Sunday, December 8, 2019, 6:59:39 PM PST, super nova <galaxy_454@yahoo.com> wrote:

I also wanted to comment that the last time I attended an SCUSD board meeting I
was almost run over purposefully in the parking lot outside of the building; and I have
always wondered whether it was tied to the same person and/or group of persons
who tried to ambush me back in July of 2007...It was a similar SUV-type vehicle...
Either way; this is a safer and more convenient method of communicating with the
SCUSD -- with oversight from federal and county etc officials as well so my
communications cannot be twisted into something they are not to try and silence my
valiant activist efforts...And speaking of that oversight; I wanted to mention that I have
heard from neighbors who have attempted to communicate with SCUSD trustees via
email without getting any response; including myself...Why do SCUSD trustees list
their email addresses but do not respond?
Is there anyone home SCUSD? I ask one brave SCUSD soul to speak out to us all
and explain...
On Friday, December 6, 2019, 12:53:16 PM PST, super nova <galaxy_454@yahoo.com> wrote:

Oh and then there's this:
-------- Beginning of forwarded message -------05.12.2019, 22:14, "Susanne Bentley" <senior.affairs@groupmail.com>:
Hello Jason
Here is partial list of the main people involved & having critical info pertaining to the
bribery investigation into the financial dealings of Judge Socrates Peter Manoukian
and its corresponding lifestyle audit, which from what I understand, is supplement

included in the final investigative file.
Investigator;" Kevin Williams: http://www.namcodiversity.org/committees/kevinwilliams/
Retired FBI agent''; Robyn Gritz: https://londoncenter.org/robyn-gritz/
Carole Herman: https://www.4fate.org/carole_herman.php
Investigative Reporter Janet Phelan: https://www.laprogressive.com/author/janetphelan/
Ted Scarlett: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f5R57jWPb54
Susanne
Sent: Thursday, December 05, 2019 at 5:57 PM
From: "Susanne Bentley" <senior.affairs@groupmail.com>
To: "Markham Plaza Tenant Association" <markhamplazata@gmail.com>
Cc: bill@sdap.org, patrict@sdap.org
Subject: Re: Heidi Yauman
Hello Jason, This matter involves a very complex bribery investigation into the
financial affairs of judge Socrates Peter Manoukian, that was preceded by a lifestyle
audit, which was triggered in great part by the work of Kevin Williams, an investigator
out of San Francisco, and Carrole Herman, from F.A.T.E., (Foundation Aiding The
Elderly) coordinated with Bay Area coalition members in compiling the relevant
probate court records. Janet Phelan was was also involved.
Terri's investigative files were removed from San Benito county and passed over via
"Task Force" delivered to retired FBI agent Robyn Gritz and designated records
custodian in the San Francisco Bay Area. Lynn should know who this person is.
Susanne
On Friday, December 6, 2019, 12:44:50 PM PST, super nova <galaxy_454@yahoo.com> wrote:

DEMOCRACY ON LIFE SUPPORT: CALIFORNIA SENATE BILLS SB 50 AND/OR SB 35 AND THE
DETRIMENTAL EFFECT UPON PUBLIC COMMENTARY AND/OR THE DEMOCRATIC PROCESS IN
GENERAL

DEMOCRACY ON LIFE SUPPORT: CALIFORNIA

SENATE BILLS SB 50 AND/OR SB 35 AN...
MATURE REDWOOD CLONE TAKEN FROM BASE OF
REDWOODS THAT USED TO GROW ALONG THE EDGE OF
THE PETERSON TENNIS COURTS ...

To bring the SCUSD up to date; I sacrificed almost a decade of my time; energy and
good life of 50+ years in this neighborhood when I stuck my neck out for and helped
save the Peterson field parcel a decade ago...
I brought the neighborhood together then experienced blow back in the form of
harassment and stalking and menacing etc...And it appears that not only police were
involved in this; but also actively worked to cover it up as it continued on unabated...
I managed to establish deepened democracy here in the Birdland neighborhood
during this time -- which is a proud tradition that must be carried forward into the
future -- but it also appears not only are the bleachers closed off which Peterson High
School alumni offered to fix with their dollars; but a pool where Olympic swimming
champion Mark Spitz trained has also been demolished as well; along with the
beautiful grove of redwoods that lined the tennis courts!?! These redwoods not only
were beautiful; but they also provided habitat for wildlife; much needed noise
abatement for nearby neighbors -- along with important carbon sequestration as
well...How could this have been allowed to happen? What kind of psychopaths would
do such a thing?
Either way; I cut some clones from the base of the redwoods a few years back; so all
is not lost...But it is still unconscionable the redwood grove was removed...Was a
required permit issued for their removal? And what is the plan for the parcel currently
surrounded by construction fencing? Please respond as their are many witnesses to
this email that are likely wondering what is going on there as well...
I thought it might be a good idea to share this information and these blog posts with
the SCUSD Trustees to keep them up to date with what is going on behind the
scenes...I started a new email thread today because the last thread was getting too
large and made it difficult to open up after awhile...
SEE ALSO: BIRDLAND FREE PRESS

BIRDLAND FREE PRESS

ZERO PABLUM NEWS FOR THE SUNNYVALE BIRDLAND
NEIGHBORHOOD AND BEYOND...

From:
To:

Subject:
Date:

super nova
raymond.hulser@usdoj.gov; cityattorney@santaclaraca.gov; brian.stretch@usdoj.gov; bcc@dca.ca.gov;
mc03100-11@yahoo.com; info@kamalaharris.org; info@scottwiener.com; otaylor@sfchronicle.com;
srubenstein@sfchronicle.com; susan.lee@doj.ca.gov; dsun@cupertino.org; admissions@calbar.ca.gov;
johanna.luerra@shf.sccgov.org; angelo.tom@hud.gov; district7@sanjoseca.gov; markhamplazata@gmail.com;
moneal@pdo.sccgov.org; schatman@scscourt.org; donald.rocha@sanjoseca.gov; dave.cortese@bos.sccgov.org;
sylvia.macdonald@ido.sccgov.org; mary.murtagh@eahhousing.org; gary.goodman@pdo.sccgov.org;
hwilliams@scscourt.org; Human Relations Commission; aleksandra.ridgeway@sheriff.sccgov.org;
wbrown@sfchronicle.com; mturpin@bayareanewsgroup.com; publisher@bayareanewsgroup.com;
editor@bayareanewsgroup.com; eclendaniel@bayareanewsgroup.com; jharper@vanlevylaw.com;
rkeith@bayareanewsgroup.com; sdussault@bayareanewsgroup.com; helbraun@helbraunlaw.com;
jrobinson@bayareanewsgroup.com; jcanova@scusd.net; csanfilippo@scusd.net; asgonzalez@scusd.net;
jmuirhead@scusd.net; vjfairchild@scusd.net; aratermann@scusd.net; mrichardson@scusd.net;
mryan@scusd.net; Al Smith; Cary Andrew Crittenden; Be Judged; Peter Fimrite; Nanette Asimov; Public Defender
Media; Fulvio Cajina; Mayor and Council; Lee Bagley; Thompson Sharkey; Greenpeace New Zealand; Bernie; The
Sanders Institute; The Gates Notes; The New York Times; Neil Patrick Harris and David Burtka; Greenfoothills
Info; Lik Roper; Cary Andrew Crittenden; Ro Khanna; Rainforest Alliance; Greenepaceusa Info; mcuban@axs.tv;
joebravo@bravolaw.com; Carpenterandmayfield Info; districtattorney@sfgov.org; sixth.district@jud.ca.gov;
editor@paloaltofreepress.com; joe@piastalaw.biz; JOHN CLEFSTAD; scottlarent28@hotmail.com; will@crimdefense.com; super nova
Re: KNOW JUSTICE KNOW PEACE (CONTINUED)...
Tuesday, December 17, 2019 12:20:43 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

GOOD RIDDANCE DEMOCRATIC PARTY! OFF NOW AND FOREVER!
On Tuesday, December 17, 2019, 12:15:18 PM PST, super nova <galaxy_454@yahoo.com> wrote:

here's my latest related Facebook post:
On Tuesday, December 17, 2019, 11:34:45 AM PST, super nova <galaxy_454@yahoo.com> wrote:

Ok I suspected no one would answer back...It could be due to the holidays but I doubt
it...Many of you SCUSD folks saw my last email I suspect...Anyway; most school
district trustees are these sort of novice local individuals who were encouraged to run
for their seat by their Auntie Janie or whatever; so I don't expect any responses...Don
Sun would have been the exception due to his experience in Cupertino government
and/or the way the Vallco situation was handled so carefully by the City of Cupertino
until democratic governor Newsom destroyed the deepened democratic process with
a wrecking ball...You must remember that many Cupertino residents came from areas
of the world where there is no democratic process; therefore this is beyond insulting
and hurtful to the process...
Many school district officials also think since they are helping out children that
anything they do is acceptable...I know all about that special kind of condescending
hubris...And I also know that since you all know I am a powerful and unstoppable
local journalist and activist and self-appointed Mayor of Southwest Sunnyvale who is
questioning all of you -- that you all are taking the fifth right now because you are not
only all apparently part of a conspiracy against truth -- but you are also frightened that
you all did something major without required public approval...
And I also noticed that the Hong Kong deepened democracy story has all but dropped

out of the news since publishing my blog post about it...Because let's face it; I made a
very uncomfortable -- yet accurate -- description of current events and it made some
people quite uneasy...Good then...Truth is a very powerful weapon is it not?
My point has always been for many years now that our system of american
government does not like deepened democracy and never has...Deepened
democracy means that all of the expensively purchased fake-ass government officials
who were elected by special interests to do certain things will not have as much sway
over proceedings...It also means bed ridden people will be able to vote about
important issues online from their beds...Because if we can do multi-thousand dollar
transactions online safely then we can also safely vote online too with some effort...
It also means the voices of average folks will rise and finally be acknowledged to
bring betterment to society; so all of the things that were previously ignored can finally
be addressed in a more broad fashion...
Questionable decisions made by larger groups of people will still exist; but at least
those decisions will have been run by more people...Exactly like the situation I forced
at the Peterson field a decade ago which brought about amazing results and
permanent changes to our neighborhood; with a permanent bucolic SCUSD farm
which helps to preserve our valleys' proud farming tradition...You're welcome...All for
now...
On Sunday, December 8, 2019, 6:59:39 PM PST, super nova <galaxy_454@yahoo.com> wrote:

I also wanted to comment that the last time I attended an SCUSD board meeting I
was almost run over purposefully in the parking lot outside of the building; and I have
always wondered whether it was tied to the same person and/or group of persons
who tried to ambush me back in July of 2007...It was a similar SUV-type vehicle...
Either way; this is a safer and more convenient method of communicating with the
SCUSD -- with oversight from federal and county etc officials as well so my
communications cannot be twisted into something they are not to try and silence my
valiant activist efforts...And speaking of that oversight; I wanted to mention that I have
heard from neighbors who have attempted to communicate with SCUSD trustees via
email without getting any response; including myself...Why do SCUSD trustees list
their email addresses but do not respond?
Is there anyone home SCUSD? I ask one brave SCUSD soul to speak out to us all
and explain...
On Friday, December 6, 2019, 12:53:16 PM PST, super nova <galaxy_454@yahoo.com> wrote:

Oh and then there's this:
-------- Beginning of forwarded message -------05.12.2019, 22:14, "Susanne Bentley" <senior.affairs@groupmail.com>:
Hello Jason

Here is partial list of the main people involved & having critical info pertaining to the
bribery investigation into the financial dealings of Judge Socrates Peter Manoukian
and its corresponding lifestyle audit, which from what I understand, is supplement
included in the final investigative file.
Investigator;" Kevin Williams: http://www.namcodiversity.org/committees/kevinwilliams/
Retired FBI agent''; Robyn Gritz: https://londoncenter.org/robyn-gritz/
Carole Herman: https://www.4fate.org/carole_herman.php
Investigative Reporter Janet Phelan: https://www.laprogressive.com/author/janetphelan/
Ted Scarlett: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f5R57jWPb54
Susanne
Sent: Thursday, December 05, 2019 at 5:57 PM
From: "Susanne Bentley" <senior.affairs@groupmail.com>
To: "Markham Plaza Tenant Association" <markhamplazata@gmail.com>
Cc: bill@sdap.org, patrict@sdap.org
Subject: Re: Heidi Yauman
Hello Jason, This matter involves a very complex bribery investigation into the
financial affairs of judge Socrates Peter Manoukian, that was preceded by a lifestyle
audit, which was triggered in great part by the work of Kevin Williams, an investigator
out of San Francisco, and Carrole Herman, from F.A.T.E., (Foundation Aiding The
Elderly) coordinated with Bay Area coalition members in compiling the relevant
probate court records. Janet Phelan was was also involved.
Terri's investigative files were removed from San Benito county and passed over via
"Task Force" delivered to retired FBI agent Robyn Gritz and designated records
custodian in the San Francisco Bay Area. Lynn should know who this person is.
Susanne
On Friday, December 6, 2019, 12:44:50 PM PST, super nova <galaxy_454@yahoo.com> wrote:

DEMOCRACY ON LIFE SUPPORT: CALIFORNIA SENATE BILLS SB 50 AND/OR SB 35 AND THE
DETRIMENTAL EFFECT UPON PUBLIC COMMENTARY AND/OR THE DEMOCRATIC PROCESS IN
GENERAL

DEMOCRACY ON LIFE SUPPORT: CALIFORNIA
SENATE BILLS SB 50 AND/OR SB 35 AN...
MATURE REDWOOD CLONE TAKEN FROM BASE OF
REDWOODS THAT USED TO GROW ALONG THE EDGE OF
THE PETERSON TENNIS COURTS ...

To bring the SCUSD up to date; I sacrificed almost a decade of my time; energy and
good life of 50+ years in this neighborhood when I stuck my neck out for and helped
save the Peterson field parcel a decade ago...
I brought the neighborhood together then experienced blow back in the form of
harassment and stalking and menacing etc...And it appears that not only police were
involved in this; but also actively worked to cover it up as it continued on unabated...
I managed to establish deepened democracy here in the Birdland neighborhood
during this time -- which is a proud tradition that must be carried forward into the
future -- but it also appears not only are the bleachers closed off which Peterson High
School alumni offered to fix with their dollars; but a pool where Olympic swimming
champion Mark Spitz trained has also been demolished as well; along with the
beautiful grove of redwoods that lined the tennis courts!?! These redwoods not only
were beautiful; but they also provided habitat for wildlife; much needed noise
abatement for nearby neighbors -- along with important carbon sequestration as
well...How could this have been allowed to happen? What kind of psychopaths would
do such a thing?
Either way; I cut some clones from the base of the redwoods a few years back; so all
is not lost...But it is still unconscionable the redwood grove was removed...Was a
required permit issued for their removal? And what is the plan for the parcel currently
surrounded by construction fencing? Please respond as their are many witnesses to
this email that are likely wondering what is going on there as well...
I thought it might be a good idea to share this information and these blog posts with
the SCUSD Trustees to keep them up to date with what is going on behind the
scenes...I started a new email thread today because the last thread was getting too
large and made it difficult to open up after awhile...
SEE ALSO: BIRDLAND FREE PRESS

BIRDLAND FREE PRESS
ZERO PABLUM NEWS FOR THE SUNNYVALE BIRDLAND
NEIGHBORHOOD AND BEYOND...

From:
To:

Subject:
Date:

super nova
raymond.hulser@usdoj.gov; cityattorney@santaclaraca.gov; brian.stretch@usdoj.gov; bcc@dca.ca.gov;
mc03100-11@yahoo.com; info@kamalaharris.org; info@scottwiener.com; otaylor@sfchronicle.com;
srubenstein@sfchronicle.com; susan.lee@doj.ca.gov; dsun@cupertino.org; admissions@calbar.ca.gov;
johanna.luerra@shf.sccgov.org; angelo.tom@hud.gov; district7@sanjoseca.gov; markhamplazata@gmail.com;
moneal@pdo.sccgov.org; schatman@scscourt.org; donald.rocha@sanjoseca.gov; dave.cortese@bos.sccgov.org;
sylvia.macdonald@ido.sccgov.org; mary.murtagh@eahhousing.org; gary.goodman@pdo.sccgov.org;
hwilliams@scscourt.org; Human Relations Commission; aleksandra.ridgeway@sheriff.sccgov.org;
wbrown@sfchronicle.com; mturpin@bayareanewsgroup.com; publisher@bayareanewsgroup.com;
editor@bayareanewsgroup.com; eclendaniel@bayareanewsgroup.com; jharper@vanlevylaw.com;
rkeith@bayareanewsgroup.com; sdussault@bayareanewsgroup.com; helbraun@helbraunlaw.com;
jrobinson@bayareanewsgroup.com; jcanova@scusd.net; csanfilippo@scusd.net; asgonzalez@scusd.net;
jmuirhead@scusd.net; vjfairchild@scusd.net; aratermann@scusd.net; mrichardson@scusd.net;
mryan@scusd.net; Al Smith; Cary Andrew Crittenden; Be Judged; Peter Fimrite; Nanette Asimov; Public Defender
Media; Fulvio Cajina; Mayor and Council; Lee Bagley; Thompson Sharkey; Greenpeace New Zealand; Bernie; The
Sanders Institute; The Gates Notes; The New York Times; Neil Patrick Harris and David Burtka; Greenfoothills
Info; Lik Roper; Cary Andrew Crittenden; Ro Khanna; Rainforest Alliance; Greenepaceusa Info; mcuban@axs.tv;
joebravo@bravolaw.com; Carpenterandmayfield Info; districtattorney@sfgov.org; sixth.district@jud.ca.gov;
editor@paloaltofreepress.com; joe@piastalaw.biz; JOHN CLEFSTAD; scottlarent28@hotmail.com; will@crimdefense.com; super nova
Re: KNOW JUSTICE KNOW PEACE (CONTINUED)...
Wednesday, December 18, 2019 12:30:26 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

Ok...Now that I have regained my composure; I wanted to recommend that replanting
4-5 new redwoods in place of the old ones would be a good idea right now...Dig deep
holes and fill them full of fresh organic soil and then plant the redwoods and fertilize
and water them regularly; perhaps running a pipe along the tennis court boundary to
water the new trees would be a good idea too...
It was totally UNACCEPTABLE to remove those trees -- and I highly suspect they
were removed without required permits as well...Therefore the time has come to fix
the damage and start over so it can be done correctly this time around...And don't
think staying silent will make this all 'go away'; as it will only make me that much more
determined to get to the bottom of this situation...
On Tuesday, December 17, 2019, 12:20:32 PM PST, super nova <galaxy_454@yahoo.com> wrote:

GOOD RIDDANCE DEMOCRATIC PARTY! OFF NOW AND FOREVER!
On Tuesday, December 17, 2019, 12:15:18 PM PST, super nova <galaxy_454@yahoo.com> wrote:

here's my latest related Facebook post:
On Tuesday, December 17, 2019, 11:34:45 AM PST, super nova <galaxy_454@yahoo.com> wrote:

Ok I suspected no one would answer back...It could be due to the holidays but I doubt
it...Many of you SCUSD folks saw my last email I suspect...Anyway; most school
district trustees are these sort of novice local individuals who were encouraged to run
for their seat by their Auntie Janie or whatever; so I don't expect any responses...Don
Sun would have been the exception due to his experience in Cupertino government
and/or the way the Vallco situation was handled so carefully by the City of Cupertino

until democratic governor Newsom destroyed the deepened democratic process with
a wrecking ball...You must remember that many Cupertino residents came from areas
of the world where there is no democratic process; therefore this is beyond insulting
and hurtful to the process...
Many school district officials also think since they are helping out children that
anything they do is acceptable...I know all about that special kind of condescending
hubris...And I also know that since you all know I am a powerful and unstoppable
local journalist and activist and self-appointed Mayor of Southwest Sunnyvale who is
questioning all of you -- that you all are taking the fifth right now because you are not
only all apparently part of a conspiracy against truth -- but you are also frightened that
you all did something major without required public approval...
And I also noticed that the Hong Kong deepened democracy story has all but dropped
out of the news since publishing my blog post about it...Because let's face it; I made a
very uncomfortable -- yet accurate -- description of current events and it made some
people quite uneasy...Good then...Truth is a very powerful weapon is it not?
My point has always been for many years now that our system of american
government does not like deepened democracy and never has...Deepened
democracy means that all of the expensively purchased fake-ass government officials
who were elected by special interests to do certain things will not have as much sway
over proceedings...It also means bed ridden people will be able to vote about
important issues online from their beds...Because if we can do multi-thousand dollar
transactions online safely then we can also safely vote online too with some effort...
It also means the voices of average folks will rise and finally be acknowledged to
bring betterment to society; so all of the things that were previously ignored can finally
be addressed in a more broad fashion...
Questionable decisions made by larger groups of people will still exist; but at least
those decisions will have been run by more people...Exactly like the situation I forced
at the Peterson field a decade ago which brought about amazing results and
permanent changes to our neighborhood; with a permanent bucolic SCUSD farm
which helps to preserve our valleys' proud farming tradition...You're welcome...All for
now...
On Sunday, December 8, 2019, 6:59:39 PM PST, super nova <galaxy_454@yahoo.com> wrote:

I also wanted to comment that the last time I attended an SCUSD board meeting I
was almost run over purposefully in the parking lot outside of the building; and I have
always wondered whether it was tied to the same person and/or group of persons
who tried to ambush me back in July of 2007...It was a similar SUV-type vehicle...
Either way; this is a safer and more convenient method of communicating with the
SCUSD -- with oversight from federal and county etc officials as well so my
communications cannot be twisted into something they are not to try and silence my
valiant activist efforts...And speaking of that oversight; I wanted to mention that I have

heard from neighbors who have attempted to communicate with SCUSD trustees via
email without getting any response; including myself...Why do SCUSD trustees list
their email addresses but do not respond?
Is there anyone home SCUSD? I ask one brave SCUSD soul to speak out to us all
and explain...
On Friday, December 6, 2019, 12:53:16 PM PST, super nova <galaxy_454@yahoo.com> wrote:

Oh and then there's this:
-------- Beginning of forwarded message -------05.12.2019, 22:14, "Susanne Bentley" <senior.affairs@groupmail.com>:
Hello Jason
Here is partial list of the main people involved & having critical info pertaining to the
bribery investigation into the financial dealings of Judge Socrates Peter Manoukian
and its corresponding lifestyle audit, which from what I understand, is supplement
included in the final investigative file.
Investigator;" Kevin Williams: http://www.namcodiversity.org/committees/kevinwilliams/
Retired FBI agent''; Robyn Gritz: https://londoncenter.org/robyn-gritz/
Carole Herman: https://www.4fate.org/carole_herman.php
Investigative Reporter Janet Phelan: https://www.laprogressive.com/author/janetphelan/
Ted Scarlett: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f5R57jWPb54
Susanne
Sent: Thursday, December 05, 2019 at 5:57 PM
From: "Susanne Bentley" <senior.affairs@groupmail.com>
To: "Markham Plaza Tenant Association" <markhamplazata@gmail.com>
Cc: bill@sdap.org, patrict@sdap.org
Subject: Re: Heidi Yauman
Hello Jason, This matter involves a very complex bribery investigation into the
financial affairs of judge Socrates Peter Manoukian, that was preceded by a lifestyle
audit, which was triggered in great part by the work of Kevin Williams, an investigator
out of San Francisco, and Carrole Herman, from F.A.T.E., (Foundation Aiding The
Elderly) coordinated with Bay Area coalition members in compiling the relevant
probate court records. Janet Phelan was was also involved.
Terri's investigative files were removed from San Benito county and passed over via
"Task Force" delivered to retired FBI agent Robyn Gritz and designated records
custodian in the San Francisco Bay Area. Lynn should know who this person is.
Susanne

On Friday, December 6, 2019, 12:44:50 PM PST, super nova <galaxy_454@yahoo.com> wrote:

DEMOCRACY ON LIFE SUPPORT: CALIFORNIA SENATE BILLS SB 50 AND/OR SB 35 AND THE
DETRIMENTAL EFFECT UPON PUBLIC COMMENTARY AND/OR THE DEMOCRATIC PROCESS IN
GENERAL

DEMOCRACY ON LIFE SUPPORT: CALIFORNIA
SENATE BILLS SB 50 AND/OR SB 35 AN...
MATURE REDWOOD CLONE TAKEN FROM BASE OF
REDWOODS THAT USED TO GROW ALONG THE EDGE OF
THE PETERSON TENNIS COURTS ...

To bring the SCUSD up to date; I sacrificed almost a decade of my time; energy and
good life of 50+ years in this neighborhood when I stuck my neck out for and helped
save the Peterson field parcel a decade ago...
I brought the neighborhood together then experienced blow back in the form of
harassment and stalking and menacing etc...And it appears that not only police were
involved in this; but also actively worked to cover it up as it continued on unabated...
I managed to establish deepened democracy here in the Birdland neighborhood
during this time -- which is a proud tradition that must be carried forward into the
future -- but it also appears not only are the bleachers closed off which Peterson High
School alumni offered to fix with their dollars; but a pool where Olympic swimming
champion Mark Spitz trained has also been demolished as well; along with the
beautiful grove of redwoods that lined the tennis courts!?! These redwoods not only
were beautiful; but they also provided habitat for wildlife; much needed noise
abatement for nearby neighbors -- along with important carbon sequestration as
well...How could this have been allowed to happen? What kind of psychopaths would
do such a thing?
Either way; I cut some clones from the base of the redwoods a few years back; so all
is not lost...But it is still unconscionable the redwood grove was removed...Was a
required permit issued for their removal? And what is the plan for the parcel currently
surrounded by construction fencing? Please respond as their are many witnesses to
this email that are likely wondering what is going on there as well...

I thought it might be a good idea to share this information and these blog posts with
the SCUSD Trustees to keep them up to date with what is going on behind the
scenes...I started a new email thread today because the last thread was getting too
large and made it difficult to open up after awhile...
SEE ALSO: BIRDLAND FREE PRESS

BIRDLAND FREE PRESS
ZERO PABLUM NEWS FOR THE SUNNYVALE BIRDLAND
NEIGHBORHOOD AND BEYOND...

From:
To:

Subject:
Date:

super nova
raymond.hulser@usdoj.gov; cityattorney@santaclaraca.gov; brian.stretch@usdoj.gov; bcc@dca.ca.gov;
mc03100-11@yahoo.com; info@kamalaharris.org; info@scottwiener.com; otaylor@sfchronicle.com;
srubenstein@sfchronicle.com; susan.lee@doj.ca.gov; dsun@cupertino.org; admissions@calbar.ca.gov;
johanna.luerra@shf.sccgov.org; angelo.tom@hud.gov; district7@sanjoseca.gov; markhamplazata@gmail.com;
moneal@pdo.sccgov.org; schatman@scscourt.org; donald.rocha@sanjoseca.gov; dave.cortese@bos.sccgov.org;
sylvia.macdonald@ido.sccgov.org; mary.murtagh@eahhousing.org; gary.goodman@pdo.sccgov.org;
hwilliams@scscourt.org; Human Relations Commission; aleksandra.ridgeway@sheriff.sccgov.org;
wbrown@sfchronicle.com; mturpin@bayareanewsgroup.com; publisher@bayareanewsgroup.com;
editor@bayareanewsgroup.com; eclendaniel@bayareanewsgroup.com; jharper@vanlevylaw.com;
rkeith@bayareanewsgroup.com; sdussault@bayareanewsgroup.com; helbraun@helbraunlaw.com;
jrobinson@bayareanewsgroup.com; jcanova@scusd.net; csanfilippo@scusd.net; asgonzalez@scusd.net;
jmuirhead@scusd.net; vjfairchild@scusd.net; aratermann@scusd.net; mrichardson@scusd.net;
mryan@scusd.net; Al Smith; Cary Andrew Crittenden; Be Judged; Peter Fimrite; Nanette Asimov; Public Defender
Media; Fulvio Cajina; Mayor and Council; Lee Bagley; Thompson Sharkey; Greenpeace New Zealand; Bernie; The
Sanders Institute; The Gates Notes; The New York Times; Neil Patrick Harris and David Burtka; Greenfoothills
Info; Lik Roper; Cary Andrew Crittenden; Ro Khanna; Rainforest Alliance; Greenepaceusa Info; mcuban@axs.tv;
joebravo@bravolaw.com; Carpenterandmayfield Info; districtattorney@sfgov.org; sixth.district@jud.ca.gov;
editor@paloaltofreepress.com; joe@piastalaw.biz; JOHN CLEFSTAD; scottlarent28@hotmail.com; will@crimdefense.com; super nova
Re: KNOW JUSTICE KNOW PEACE (CONTINUED)...
Wednesday, December 18, 2019 12:30:26 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

Ok...Now that I have regained my composure; I wanted to recommend that replanting
4-5 new redwoods in place of the old ones would be a good idea right now...Dig deep
holes and fill them full of fresh organic soil and then plant the redwoods and fertilize
and water them regularly; perhaps running a pipe along the tennis court boundary to
water the new trees would be a good idea too...
It was totally UNACCEPTABLE to remove those trees -- and I highly suspect they
were removed without required permits as well...Therefore the time has come to fix
the damage and start over so it can be done correctly this time around...And don't
think staying silent will make this all 'go away'; as it will only make me that much more
determined to get to the bottom of this situation...
On Tuesday, December 17, 2019, 12:20:32 PM PST, super nova <galaxy_454@yahoo.com> wrote:

GOOD RIDDANCE DEMOCRATIC PARTY!OFF NOW AND FOREVER!
On Tuesday, December 17, 2019, 12:15:18 PM PST, super nova <galaxy_454@yahoo.com> wrote:

here's my latest related Facebook post:
On Tuesday, December 17, 2019, 11:34:45 AM PST, super nova <galaxy_454@yahoo.com> wrote:

Ok I suspected no one would answer back...It could be due to the holidays but I doubt
it...Many of you SCUSD folks saw my last email I suspect...Anyway; most school
district trustees are these sort of novice local individuals who were encouraged to run
for their seat by their Auntie Janie or whatever; so I don't expect any responses...Don
Sun would have been the exception due to his experience in Cupertino government
and/or the way the Vallco situation was handled so carefully by the City of Cupertino

until democratic governor Newsom destroyed the deepened democratic process with
a wrecking ball...You must remember that many Cupertino residents came from areas
of the world where there is no democratic process; therefore this is beyond insulting
and hurtful to the process...
Many school district officials also think since they are helping out children that
anything they do is acceptable...I know all about that special kind of condescending
hubris...And I also know that since you all know I am a powerful and unstoppable
local journalist and activist and self-appointed Mayor of Southwest Sunnyvale who is
questioning all of you -- that you all are taking the fifth right now because you are not
only all apparently part of a conspiracy against truth -- but you are also frightened that
you all did something major without required public approval...
And I also noticed that the Hong Kong deepened democracy story has all but dropped
out of the news since publishing my blog post about it...Because let's face it; I made a
very uncomfortable -- yet accurate -- description of current events and it made some
people quite uneasy...Good then...Truth is a very powerful weapon is it not?
My point has always been for many years now that our system of american
government does not like deepened democracy and never has...Deepened
democracy means that all of the expensively purchased fake-ass government officials
who were elected by special interests to do certain things will not have as much sway
over proceedings...It also means bed ridden people will be able to vote about
important issues online from their beds...Because if we can do multi-thousand dollar
transactions online safely then we can also safely vote online too with some effort...
It also means the voices of average folks will rise and finally be acknowledged to
bring betterment to society; so all of the things that were previously ignored can finally
be addressed in a more broad fashion...
Questionable decisions made by larger groups of people will still exist; but at least
those decisions will have been run by more people...Exactly like the situation I forced
at the Peterson field a decade ago which brought about amazing results and
permanent changes to our neighborhood; with a permanent bucolic SCUSD farm
which helps to preserve our valleys' proud farming tradition...You're welcome...All for
now...
On Sunday, December 8, 2019, 6:59:39 PM PST, super nova <galaxy_454@yahoo.com> wrote:

I also wanted to comment that the last time I attended an SCUSD board meeting I
was almost run over purposefully in the parking lot outside of the building; and I have
always wondered whether it was tied to the same person and/or group of persons
who tried to ambush me back in July of 2007...It was a similar SUV-type vehicle...
Either way; this is a safer and more convenient method of communicating with the
SCUSD -- with oversight from federal and county etc officials as well so my
communications cannot be twisted into something they are not to try and silence my
valiant activist efforts...And speaking of that oversight; I wanted to mention that I have

heard from neighbors who have attempted to communicate with SCUSD trustees via
email without getting any response; including myself...Why do SCUSD trustees list
their email addresses but do not respond?
Is there anyone home SCUSD? I ask one brave SCUSD soul to speak out to us all
and explain...
On Friday, December 6, 2019, 12:53:16 PM PST, super nova <galaxy_454@yahoo.com> wrote:

Oh and then there's this:
-------- Beginning of forwarded message -------05.12.2019, 22:14, "Susanne Bentley" <senior.affairs@groupmail.com>:
Hello Jason
Here is partial list of the main people involved & having critical info pertaining to the
bribery investigation into the financial dealings of Judge Socrates Peter Manoukian
and its corresponding lifestyle audit, which from what I understand, is supplement
included in the final investigative file.
Investigator;" Kevin Williams: http://www.namcodiversity.org/committees/kevinwilliams/
Retired FBI agent''; Robyn Gritz: https://londoncenter.org/robyn-gritz/
Carole Herman: https://www.4fate.org/carole_herman.php
Investigative Reporter Janet Phelan: https://www.laprogressive.com/author/janetphelan/
Ted Scarlett: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f5R57jWPb54
Susanne
Sent: Thursday, December 05, 2019 at 5:57 PM
From: "Susanne Bentley" <senior.affairs@groupmail.com>
To: "Markham Plaza Tenant Association" <markhamplazata@gmail.com>
Cc: bill@sdap.org, patrict@sdap.org
Subject: Re: Heidi Yauman
Hello Jason, This matter involves a very complex bribery investigation into the
financial affairs of judge Socrates Peter Manoukian, that was preceded by a lifestyle
audit, which was triggered in great part by the work of Kevin Williams, an investigator
out of San Francisco, and Carrole Herman, from F.A.T.E., (Foundation Aiding The
Elderly) coordinated with Bay Area coalition members in compiling the relevant
probate court records. Janet Phelan was was also involved.
Terri's investigative files were removed from San Benito county and passed over via
"Task Force" delivered to retired FBI agent Robyn Gritz and designated records
custodian in the San Francisco Bay Area. Lynn should know who this person is.
Susanne

On Friday, December 6, 2019, 12:44:50 PM PST, super nova <galaxy_454@yahoo.com> wrote:

DEMOCRACY ON LIFE SUPPORT: CALIFORNIA SENATE BILLS SB 50 AND/OR SB 35 AND THE
DETRIMENTAL EFFECT UPON PUBLIC COMMENTARY AND/OR THE DEMOCRATIC PROCESS IN
GENERAL

DEMOCRACY ON LIFE SUPPORT: CALIFORNIA
SENATE BILLS SB 50 AND/OR SB 35 AN...
MATURE REDWOOD CLONE TAKEN FROM BASE OF
REDWOODS THAT USED TO GROW ALONG THE EDGE OF
THE PETERSON TENNIS COURTS ...

To bring the SCUSD up to date; I sacrificed almost a decade of my time; energy and
good life of 50+ years in this neighborhood when I stuck my neck out for and helped
save the Peterson field parcel a decade ago...
I brought the neighborhood together then experienced blow back in the form of
harassment and stalking and menacing etc...And it appears that not only police were
involved in this; but also actively worked to cover it up as it continued on unabated...
I managed to establish deepened democracy here in the Birdland neighborhood
during this time -- which is a proud tradition that must be carried forward into the
future -- but it also appears not only are the bleachers closed off which Peterson High
School alumni offered to fix with their dollars; but a pool where Olympic swimming
champion Mark Spitz trained has also been demolished as well; along with the
beautiful grove of redwoods that lined the tennis courts!?! These redwoods not only
were beautiful; but they also provided habitat for wildlife; much needed noise
abatement for nearby neighbors -- along with important carbon sequestration as
well...How could this have been allowed to happen? What kind of psychopaths would
do such a thing?
Either way; I cut some clones from the base of the redwoods a few years back; so all
is not lost...But it is still unconscionable the redwood grove was removed...Was a
required permit issued for their removal? And what is the plan for the parcel currently
surrounded by construction fencing? Please respond as their are many witnesses to
this email that are likely wondering what is going on there as well...

I thought it might be a good idea to share this information and these blog posts with
the SCUSD Trustees to keep them up to date with what is going on behind the
scenes...I started a new email thread today because the last thread was getting too
large and made it difficult to open up after awhile...
SEE ALSO: BIRDLAND FREE PRESS

BIRDLAND FREE PRESS
ZERO PABLUM NEWS FOR THE SUNNYVALE BIRDLAND
NEIGHBORHOOD AND BEYOND...

From:
To:

Subject:
Date:

super nova
raymond.hulser@usdoj.gov; cityattorney@santaclaraca.gov; brian.stretch@usdoj.gov; bcc@dca.ca.gov;
mc03100-11@yahoo.com; info@kamalaharris.org; info@scottwiener.com; otaylor@sfchronicle.com;
srubenstein@sfchronicle.com; susan.lee@doj.ca.gov; dsun@cupertino.org; admissions@calbar.ca.gov;
johanna.luerra@shf.sccgov.org; angelo.tom@hud.gov; district7@sanjoseca.gov; markhamplazata@gmail.com;
moneal@pdo.sccgov.org; schatman@scscourt.org; donald.rocha@sanjoseca.gov; dave.cortese@bos.sccgov.org;
sylvia.macdonald@ido.sccgov.org; mary.murtagh@eahhousing.org; gary.goodman@pdo.sccgov.org;
hwilliams@scscourt.org; Human Relations Commission; aleksandra.ridgeway@sheriff.sccgov.org;
wbrown@sfchronicle.com; mturpin@bayareanewsgroup.com; publisher@bayareanewsgroup.com;
editor@bayareanewsgroup.com; eclendaniel@bayareanewsgroup.com; jharper@vanlevylaw.com;
rkeith@bayareanewsgroup.com; sdussault@bayareanewsgroup.com; helbraun@helbraunlaw.com;
jrobinson@bayareanewsgroup.com; jcanova@scusd.net; csanfilippo@scusd.net; asgonzalez@scusd.net;
jmuirhead@scusd.net; vjfairchild@scusd.net; aratermann@scusd.net; mrichardson@scusd.net;
mryan@scusd.net; Al Smith; Cary Andrew Crittenden; Be Judged; Peter Fimrite; Nanette Asimov; Public Defender
Media; Fulvio Cajina; Mayor and Council; Lee Bagley; Thompson Sharkey; Greenpeace New Zealand; Bernie; The
Sanders Institute; The Gates Notes; The New York Times; Neil Patrick Harris and David Burtka; Greenfoothills
Info; Lik Roper; Cary Andrew Crittenden; Ro Khanna; Rainforest Alliance; Greenepaceusa Info; mcuban@axs.tv;
joebravo@bravolaw.com; Carpenterandmayfield Info; districtattorney@sfgov.org; sixth.district@jud.ca.gov;
editor@paloaltofreepress.com; joe@piastalaw.biz; JOHN CLEFSTAD; scottlarent28@hotmail.com; will@crimdefense.com; super nova
Re: KNOW JUSTICE KNOW PEACE (CONTINUED)...
Wednesday, December 18, 2019 1:31:31 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

Here's the latest:
THE US COURT SYSTEM IS TOTALLY CORRUPT AND BASED UPON GREED
(NOT JUSTICE) AND RUN BY LAWYERS REWARDED BY PUTTING PEOPLE IN A
PRISON SYSTEM BASED ON PROFIT?!?

THE US COURT SYSTEM IS TOTALLY CORRUPT AND
BASED UPON GREED (NOT JUSTICE...
Note: Robert Gettinger is an ex-LAPD cop who not only doesn't like
corruption; but he also knows all about it af...

Note: Robert Gettinger is an ex-LAPD cop who not only doesn't like corruption; but he also knows all
about it after dealing with crooked fellow LAPD cops...And it is beyond shameful that this kind of situation
is allowed to exist in this day and age...Could we find a more perfect a more perfect description of the
present danger emanating from the US government than this? And does this equate to equal justice
under law?

"When a government who is unprincipled in public proceedings; desperate for our tax
fortunes and bold in their temper towards justice; possessing a considerable lack of

equal deference for all people; narcissistic in their ordinary government-sanctioned
demeanor; scoffing openly in public regarding the principles of liberty -- when such a
government is seen to mount the hobby horse of popularity to join in the cry of danger
to liberty; and to take every opportunity to embarrass innocent citizens instead of our
inherently corrupt and totally embarrassing US government which should be under
suspicion; and to bring those citizens under wrongful suspicion; to flatter and fall in
with all of the nonsensical bullshit of the judiciary zealots behind this massive
inhuman injustice; it must be justly concluded that this is an effort to throw us all into
confusion so government may ride this storm and direct the whirlwind to help guide
court cases through this intentionally rigged system of injustice..."

On Wednesday, December 18, 2019, 12:30:13 PM PST, super nova <galaxy_454@yahoo.com> wrote:

Ok...Now that I have regained my composure; I wanted to recommend that replanting
4-5 new redwoods in place of the old ones would be a good idea right now...Dig deep
holes and fill them full of fresh organic soil and then plant the redwoods and fertilize
and water them regularly; perhaps running a pipe along the tennis court boundary to
water the new trees would be a good idea too...
It was totally UNACCEPTABLE to remove those trees -- and I highly suspect they
were removed without required permits as well...Therefore the time has come to fix
the damage and start over so it can be done correctly this time around...And don't
think staying silent will make this all 'go away'; as it will only make me that much more
determined to get to the bottom of this situation...
On Tuesday, December 17, 2019, 12:20:32 PM PST, super nova <galaxy_454@yahoo.com> wrote:

GOOD RIDDANCE DEMOCRATIC PARTY! OFF NOW AND FOREVER!
On Tuesday, December 17, 2019, 12:15:18 PM PST, super nova <galaxy_454@yahoo.com> wrote:

here's my latest related Facebook post:
On Tuesday, December 17, 2019, 11:34:45 AM PST, super nova <galaxy_454@yahoo.com> wrote:

Ok I suspected no one would answer back...It could be due to the holidays but I doubt
it...Many of you SCUSD folks saw my last email I suspect...Anyway; most school
district trustees are these sort of novice local individuals who were encouraged to run
for their seat by their Auntie Janie or whatever; so I don't expect any responses...Don
Sun would have been the exception due to his experience in Cupertino government
and/or the way the Vallco situation was handled so carefully by the City of Cupertino
until democratic governor Newsom destroyed the deepened democratic process with
a wrecking ball...You must remember that many Cupertino residents came from areas

of the world where there is no democratic process; therefore this is beyond insulting
and hurtful to the process...
Many school district officials also think since they are helping out children that
anything they do is acceptable...I know all about that special kind of condescending
hubris...And I also know that since you all know I am a powerful and unstoppable
local journalist and activist and self-appointed Mayor of Southwest Sunnyvale who is
questioning all of you -- that you all are taking the fifth right now because you are not
only all apparently part of a conspiracy against truth -- but you are also frightened that
you all did something major without required public approval...
And I also noticed that the Hong Kong deepened democracy story has all but dropped
out of the news since publishing my blog post about it...Because let's face it; I made a
very uncomfortable -- yet accurate -- description of current events and it made some
people quite uneasy...Good then...Truth is a very powerful weapon is it not?
My point has always been for many years now that our system of american
government does not like deepened democracy and never has...Deepened
democracy means that all of the expensively purchased fake-ass government officials
who were elected by special interests to do certain things will not have as much sway
over proceedings...It also means bed ridden people will be able to vote about
important issues online from their beds...Because if we can do multi-thousand dollar
transactions online safely then we can also safely vote online too with some effort...
It also means the voices of average folks will rise and finally be acknowledged to
bring betterment to society; so all of the things that were previously ignored can finally
be addressed in a more broad fashion...
Questionable decisions made by larger groups of people will still exist; but at least
those decisions will have been run by more people...Exactly like the situation I forced
at the Peterson field a decade ago which brought about amazing results and
permanent changes to our neighborhood; with a permanent bucolic SCUSD farm
which helps to preserve our valleys' proud farming tradition...You're welcome...All for
now...
On Sunday, December 8, 2019, 6:59:39 PM PST, super nova <galaxy_454@yahoo.com> wrote:

I also wanted to comment that the last time I attended an SCUSD board meeting I
was almost run over purposefully in the parking lot outside of the building; and I have
always wondered whether it was tied to the same person and/or group of persons
who tried to ambush me back in July of 2007...It was a similar SUV-type vehicle...
Either way; this is a safer and more convenient method of communicating with the
SCUSD -- with oversight from federal and county etc officials as well so my
communications cannot be twisted into something they are not to try and silence my
valiant activist efforts...And speaking of that oversight; I wanted to mention that I have
heard from neighbors who have attempted to communicate with SCUSD trustees via
email without getting any response; including myself...Why do SCUSD trustees list

their email addresses but do not respond?
Is there anyone home SCUSD? I ask one brave SCUSD soul to speak out to us all
and explain...
On Friday, December 6, 2019, 12:53:16 PM PST, super nova <galaxy_454@yahoo.com> wrote:

Oh and then there's this:
-------- Beginning of forwarded message -------05.12.2019, 22:14, "Susanne Bentley" <senior.affairs@groupmail.com>:
Hello Jason
Here is partial list of the main people involved & having critical info pertaining to the
bribery investigation into the financial dealings of Judge Socrates Peter Manoukian
and its corresponding lifestyle audit, which from what I understand, is supplement
included in the final investigative file.
Investigator;" Kevin Williams: http://www.namcodiversity.org/committees/kevinwilliams/
Retired FBI agent''; Robyn Gritz: https://londoncenter.org/robyn-gritz/
Carole Herman: https://www.4fate.org/carole_herman.php
Investigative Reporter Janet Phelan: https://www.laprogressive.com/author/janetphelan/
Ted Scarlett: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f5R57jWPb54
Susanne
Sent: Thursday, December 05, 2019 at 5:57 PM
From: "Susanne Bentley" <senior.affairs@groupmail.com>
To: "Markham Plaza Tenant Association" <markhamplazata@gmail.com>
Cc: bill@sdap.org, patrict@sdap.org
Subject: Re: Heidi Yauman
Hello Jason, This matter involves a very complex bribery investigation into the
financial affairs of judge Socrates Peter Manoukian, that was preceded by a lifestyle
audit, which was triggered in great part by the work of Kevin Williams, an investigator
out of San Francisco, and Carrole Herman, from F.A.T.E., (Foundation Aiding The
Elderly) coordinated with Bay Area coalition members in compiling the relevant
probate court records. Janet Phelan was was also involved.
Terri's investigative files were removed from San Benito county and passed over via
"Task Force" delivered to retired FBI agent Robyn Gritz and designated records
custodian in the San Francisco Bay Area. Lynn should know who this person is.
Susanne
On Friday, December 6, 2019, 12:44:50 PM PST, super nova <galaxy_454@yahoo.com> wrote:

DEMOCRACY ON LIFE SUPPORT: CALIFORNIA SENATE BILLS SB 50 AND/OR SB 35 AND THE
DETRIMENTAL EFFECT UPON PUBLIC COMMENTARY AND/OR THE DEMOCRATIC PROCESS IN
GENERAL

DEMOCRACY ON LIFE SUPPORT: CALIFORNIA
SENATE BILLS SB 50 AND/OR SB 35 AN...
MATURE REDWOOD CLONE TAKEN FROM BASE OF
REDWOODS THAT USED TO GROW ALONG THE EDGE OF
THE PETERSON TENNIS COURTS ...

To bring the SCUSD up to date; I sacrificed almost a decade of my time; energy and
good life of 50+ years in this neighborhood when I stuck my neck out for and helped
save the Peterson field parcel a decade ago...
I brought the neighborhood together then experienced blow back in the form of
harassment and stalking and menacing etc...And it appears that not only police were
involved in this; but also actively worked to cover it up as it continued on unabated...
I managed to establish deepened democracy here in the Birdland neighborhood
during this time -- which is a proud tradition that must be carried forward into the
future -- but it also appears not only are the bleachers closed off which Peterson High
School alumni offered to fix with their dollars; but a pool where Olympic swimming
champion Mark Spitz trained has also been demolished as well; along with the
beautiful grove of redwoods that lined the tennis courts!?! These redwoods not only
were beautiful; but they also provided habitat for wildlife; much needed noise
abatement for nearby neighbors -- along with important carbon sequestration as
well...How could this have been allowed to happen? What kind of psychopaths would
do such a thing?
Either way; I cut some clones from the base of the redwoods a few years back; so all
is not lost...But it is still unconscionable the redwood grove was removed...Was a
required permit issued for their removal? And what is the plan for the parcel currently
surrounded by construction fencing? Please respond as their are many witnesses to
this email that are likely wondering what is going on there as well...
I thought it might be a good idea to share this information and these blog posts with
the SCUSD Trustees to keep them up to date with what is going on behind the

scenes...I started a new email thread today because the last thread was getting too
large and made it difficult to open up after awhile...
SEE ALSO: BIRDLAND FREE PRESS

BIRDLAND FREE PRESS
ZERO PABLUM NEWS FOR THE SUNNYVALE BIRDLAND
NEIGHBORHOOD AND BEYOND...

From:
To:

Subject:
Date:

super nova
raymond.hulser@usdoj.gov; cityattorney@santaclaraca.gov; brian.stretch@usdoj.gov; bcc@dca.ca.gov;
mc03100-11@yahoo.com; info@kamalaharris.org; info@scottwiener.com; otaylor@sfchronicle.com;
srubenstein@sfchronicle.com; susan.lee@doj.ca.gov; dsun@cupertino.org; admissions@calbar.ca.gov;
johanna.luerra@shf.sccgov.org; angelo.tom@hud.gov; district7@sanjoseca.gov; markhamplazata@gmail.com;
moneal@pdo.sccgov.org; schatman@scscourt.org; donald.rocha@sanjoseca.gov; dave.cortese@bos.sccgov.org;
sylvia.macdonald@ido.sccgov.org; mary.murtagh@eahhousing.org; gary.goodman@pdo.sccgov.org;
hwilliams@scscourt.org; Human Relations Commission; aleksandra.ridgeway@sheriff.sccgov.org;
wbrown@sfchronicle.com; mturpin@bayareanewsgroup.com; publisher@bayareanewsgroup.com;
editor@bayareanewsgroup.com; eclendaniel@bayareanewsgroup.com; jharper@vanlevylaw.com;
rkeith@bayareanewsgroup.com; sdussault@bayareanewsgroup.com; helbraun@helbraunlaw.com;
jrobinson@bayareanewsgroup.com; jcanova@scusd.net; csanfilippo@scusd.net; asgonzalez@scusd.net;
jmuirhead@scusd.net; vjfairchild@scusd.net; aratermann@scusd.net; mrichardson@scusd.net;
mryan@scusd.net; Al Smith; Cary Andrew Crittenden; Be Judged; Peter Fimrite; Nanette Asimov; Public Defender
Media; Fulvio Cajina; Mayor and Council; Lee Bagley; Thompson Sharkey; Greenpeace New Zealand; Bernie; The
Sanders Institute; The Gates Notes; The New York Times; Neil Patrick Harris and David Burtka; Greenfoothills
Info; Lik Roper; Cary Andrew Crittenden; Ro Khanna; Rainforest Alliance; Greenepaceusa Info; mcuban@axs.tv;
joebravo@bravolaw.com; Carpenterandmayfield Info; districtattorney@sfgov.org; sixth.district@jud.ca.gov;
editor@paloaltofreepress.com; joe@piastalaw.biz; JOHN CLEFSTAD; scottlarent28@hotmail.com; will@crimdefense.com; super nova
Re: KNOW JUSTICE KNOW PEACE (CONTINUED)...
Thursday, December 19, 2019 10:02:16 AM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.
JUST ADDED: "AS OF LATE SILICON VALLEY HAS BECOME THE LITERAL HEART OF CLASS-BASED DISCRIMINATION HERE IN
AMERICA...MUCH LIKE HOW MANHATTAN HAS BEEN FOR A LONG TIME NOW; SILICON VALLEY HAS BECOME INCREASINGLY
EXPENSIVE FOR MANY RESIDENTS -- EVEN HIGH INCOME EARNERS WHO MAKE UP TO $125,000 DOLLARS PER YEAR -- CAUSING
MANY TO FLEE TO OTHER REGIONS OF THE STATE AND COUNTRY...AND SINCE CLASS-BASED DISCRIMINATION GOES BOTH WAYS;
IT CAN ALSO BE SEEN AS YET ANOTHER FORM OF REVERSE CLASS-BASED DISCRIMINATION IN PRICE GOUGING WEALTHY AREA
RESIDENTS BY OVERCHARGING THEM FOR PRETTY MUCH EVERYTHING FROM RENT TO GASOLINE TO ETC ETC ETC...MOST OF LIFE
HERE IN AMERICA IS PAY TO PLAY IN GENERAL TO BEGIN WITH -- THIS PERHAPS CANNOT BE CHANGED -- BUT SILICON VALLEY
TAKES THIS ALL TO ANOTHER LEVEL..."

On Wednesday, December 18, 2019, 1:31:19 PM PST, super nova <galaxy_454@yahoo.com> wrote:

Here's the latest:
THE US COURT SYSTEM IS TOTALLY CORRUPT AND BASED UPON GREED
(NOT JUSTICE) AND RUN BY LAWYERS REWARDED BY PUTTING PEOPLE IN A
PRISON SYSTEM BASED ON PROFIT?!?

THE US COURT SYSTEM IS TOTALLY CORRUPT AND
BASED UPON GREED (NOT JUSTICE...
Note: Robert Gettinger is an ex-LAPD cop who not only doesn't like
corruption; but he also knows all about it af...

Note: Robert Gettinger is an ex-LAPD cop who not only doesn't like corruption; but he also knows all
about it after dealing with crooked fellow LAPD cops...And it is beyond shameful that this kind of situation
is allowed to exist in this day and age...Could we find a more perfect a more perfect description of the
present danger emanating from the US government than this? And does this equate to equal justice
under law?

"When a government who is unprincipled in public proceedings; desperate for our tax
fortunes and bold in their temper towards justice; possessing a considerable lack of
equal deference for all people; narcissistic in their ordinary government-sanctioned
demeanor; scoffing openly in public regarding the principles of liberty -- when such a
government is seen to mount the hobby horse of popularity to join in the cry of danger
to liberty; and to take every opportunity to embarrass innocent citizens instead of our
inherently corrupt and totally embarrassing US government which should be under
suspicion; and to bring those citizens under wrongful suspicion; to flatter and fall in
with all of the nonsensical bullshit of the judiciary zealots behind this massive
inhuman injustice; it must be justly concluded that this is an effort to throw us all into
confusion so government may ride this storm and direct the whirlwind to help guide
court cases through this intentionally rigged system of injustice..."

On Wednesday, December 18, 2019, 12:30:13 PM PST, super nova <galaxy_454@yahoo.com> wrote:

Ok...Now that I have regained my composure; I wanted to recommend that replanting
4-5 new redwoods in place of the old ones would be a good idea right now...Dig deep
holes and fill them full of fresh organic soil and then plant the redwoods and fertilize
and water them regularly; perhaps running a pipe along the tennis court boundary to
water the new trees would be a good idea too...
It was totally UNACCEPTABLE to remove those trees -- and I highly suspect they
were removed without required permits as well...Therefore the time has come to fix
the damage and start over so it can be done correctly this time around...And don't
think staying silent will make this all 'go away'; as it will only make me that much more
determined to get to the bottom of this situation...
On Tuesday, December 17, 2019, 12:20:32 PM PST, super nova <galaxy_454@yahoo.com> wrote:

GOOD RIDDANCE DEMOCRATIC PARTY!OFF NOW AND FOREVER!
On Tuesday, December 17, 2019, 12:15:18 PM PST, super nova <galaxy_454@yahoo.com> wrote:

here's my latest related Facebook post:
On Tuesday, December 17, 2019, 11:34:45 AM PST, super nova <galaxy_454@yahoo.com> wrote:

Ok I suspected no one would answer back...It could be due to the holidays but I doubt

it...Many of you SCUSD folks saw my last email I suspect...Anyway; most school
district trustees are these sort of novice local individuals who were encouraged to run
for their seat by their Auntie Janie or whatever; so I don't expect any responses...Don
Sun would have been the exception due to his experience in Cupertino government
and/or the way the Vallco situation was handled so carefully by the City of Cupertino
until democratic governor Newsom destroyed the deepened democratic process with
a wrecking ball...You must remember that many Cupertino residents came from areas
of the world where there is no democratic process; therefore this is beyond insulting
and hurtful to the process...
Many school district officials also think since they are helping out children that
anything they do is acceptable...I know all about that special kind of condescending
hubris...And I also know that since you all know I am a powerful and unstoppable
local journalist and activist and self-appointed Mayor of Southwest Sunnyvale who is
questioning all of you -- that you all are taking the fifth right now because you are not
only all apparently part of a conspiracy against truth -- but you are also frightened that
you all did something major without required public approval...
And I also noticed that the Hong Kong deepened democracy story has all but dropped
out of the news since publishing my blog post about it...Because let's face it; I made a
very uncomfortable -- yet accurate -- description of current events and it made some
people quite uneasy...Good then...Truth is a very powerful weapon is it not?
My point has always been for many years now that our system of american
government does not like deepened democracy and never has...Deepened
democracy means that all of the expensively purchased fake-ass government officials
who were elected by special interests to do certain things will not have as much sway
over proceedings...It also means bed ridden people will be able to vote about
important issues online from their beds...Because if we can do multi-thousand dollar
transactions online safely then we can also safely vote online too with some effort...
It also means the voices of average folks will rise and finally be acknowledged to
bring betterment to society; so all of the things that were previously ignored can finally
be addressed in a more broad fashion...
Questionable decisions made by larger groups of people will still exist; but at least
those decisions will have been run by more people...Exactly like the situation I forced
at the Peterson field a decade ago which brought about amazing results and
permanent changes to our neighborhood; with a permanent bucolic SCUSD farm
which helps to preserve our valleys' proud farming tradition...You're welcome...All for
now...
On Sunday, December 8, 2019, 6:59:39 PM PST, super nova <galaxy_454@yahoo.com> wrote:

I also wanted to comment that the last time I attended an SCUSD board meeting I
was almost run over purposefully in the parking lot outside of the building; and I have
always wondered whether it was tied to the same person and/or group of persons
who tried to ambush me back in July of 2007...It was a similar SUV-type vehicle...

Either way; this is a safer and more convenient method of communicating with the
SCUSD -- with oversight from federal and county etc officials as well so my
communications cannot be twisted into something they are not to try and silence my
valiant activist efforts...And speaking of that oversight; I wanted to mention that I have
heard from neighbors who have attempted to communicate with SCUSD trustees via
email without getting any response; including myself...Why do SCUSD trustees list
their email addresses but do not respond?
Is there anyone home SCUSD? I ask one brave SCUSD soul to speak out to us all
and explain...
On Friday, December 6, 2019, 12:53:16 PM PST, super nova <galaxy_454@yahoo.com> wrote:

Oh and then there's this:
-------- Beginning of forwarded message -------05.12.2019, 22:14, "Susanne Bentley" <senior.affairs@groupmail.com>:
Hello Jason
Here is partial list of the main people involved & having critical info pertaining to the
bribery investigation into the financial dealings of Judge Socrates Peter Manoukian
and its corresponding lifestyle audit, which from what I understand, is supplement
included in the final investigative file.
Investigator;" Kevin Williams: http://www.namcodiversity.org/committees/kevinwilliams/
Retired FBI agent''; Robyn Gritz: https://londoncenter.org/robyn-gritz/
Carole Herman: https://www.4fate.org/carole_herman.php
Investigative Reporter Janet Phelan: https://www.laprogressive.com/author/janetphelan/
Ted Scarlett: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f5R57jWPb54
Susanne
Sent: Thursday, December 05, 2019 at 5:57 PM
From: "Susanne Bentley" <senior.affairs@groupmail.com>
To: "Markham Plaza Tenant Association" <markhamplazata@gmail.com>
Cc: bill@sdap.org, patrict@sdap.org
Subject: Re: Heidi Yauman
Hello Jason, This matter involves a very complex bribery investigation into the
financial affairs of judge Socrates Peter Manoukian, that was preceded by a lifestyle
audit, which was triggered in great part by the work of Kevin Williams, an investigator
out of San Francisco, and Carrole Herman, from F.A.T.E., (Foundation Aiding The
Elderly) coordinated with Bay Area coalition members in compiling the relevant
probate court records. Janet Phelan was was also involved.

Terri's investigative files were removed from San Benito county and passed over via
"Task Force" delivered to retired FBI agent Robyn Gritz and designated records
custodian in the San Francisco Bay Area. Lynn should know who this person is.
Susanne
On Friday, December 6, 2019, 12:44:50 PM PST, super nova <galaxy_454@yahoo.com> wrote:

DEMOCRACY ON LIFE SUPPORT: CALIFORNIA SENATE BILLS SB 50 AND/OR SB 35 AND THE
DETRIMENTAL EFFECT UPON PUBLIC COMMENTARY AND/OR THE DEMOCRATIC PROCESS IN
GENERAL

DEMOCRACY ON LIFE SUPPORT: CALIFORNIA
SENATE BILLS SB 50 AND/OR SB 35 AN...
MATURE REDWOOD CLONE TAKEN FROM BASE OF
REDWOODS THAT USED TO GROW ALONG THE EDGE OF
THE PETERSON TENNIS COURTS ...

To bring the SCUSD up to date; I sacrificed almost a decade of my time; energy and
good life of 50+ years in this neighborhood when I stuck my neck out for and helped
save the Peterson field parcel a decade ago...
I brought the neighborhood together then experienced blow back in the form of
harassment and stalking and menacing etc...And it appears that not only police were
involved in this; but also actively worked to cover it up as it continued on unabated...
I managed to establish deepened democracy here in the Birdland neighborhood
during this time -- which is a proud tradition that must be carried forward into the
future -- but it also appears not only are the bleachers closed off which Peterson High
School alumni offered to fix with their dollars; but a pool where Olympic swimming
champion Mark Spitz trained has also been demolished as well; along with the
beautiful grove of redwoods that lined the tennis courts!?! These redwoods not only
were beautiful; but they also provided habitat for wildlife; much needed noise
abatement for nearby neighbors -- along with important carbon sequestration as
well...How could this have been allowed to happen? What kind of psychopaths would
do such a thing?
Either way; I cut some clones from the base of the redwoods a few years back; so all

is not lost...But it is still unconscionable the redwood grove was removed...Was a
required permit issued for their removal? And what is the plan for the parcel currently
surrounded by construction fencing? Please respond as their are many witnesses to
this email that are likely wondering what is going on there as well...
I thought it might be a good idea to share this information and these blog posts with
the SCUSD Trustees to keep them up to date with what is going on behind the
scenes...I started a new email thread today because the last thread was getting too
large and made it difficult to open up after awhile...
SEE ALSO: BIRDLAND FREE PRESS

BIRDLAND FREE PRESS
ZERO PABLUM NEWS FOR THE SUNNYVALE BIRDLAND
NEIGHBORHOOD AND BEYOND...

From:
To:

Subject:
Date:

super nova
raymond.hulser@usdoj.gov; cityattorney@santaclaraca.gov; brian.stretch@usdoj.gov; bcc@dca.ca.gov;
mc03100-11@yahoo.com; info@kamalaharris.org; info@scottwiener.com; otaylor@sfchronicle.com;
srubenstein@sfchronicle.com; susan.lee@doj.ca.gov; dsun@cupertino.org; admissions@calbar.ca.gov;
johanna.luerra@shf.sccgov.org; angelo.tom@hud.gov; district7@sanjoseca.gov; markhamplazata@gmail.com;
moneal@pdo.sccgov.org; schatman@scscourt.org; donald.rocha@sanjoseca.gov; dave.cortese@bos.sccgov.org;
sylvia.macdonald@ido.sccgov.org; mary.murtagh@eahhousing.org; gary.goodman@pdo.sccgov.org;
hwilliams@scscourt.org; Human Relations Commission; aleksandra.ridgeway@sheriff.sccgov.org;
wbrown@sfchronicle.com; mturpin@bayareanewsgroup.com; publisher@bayareanewsgroup.com;
editor@bayareanewsgroup.com; eclendaniel@bayareanewsgroup.com; jharper@vanlevylaw.com;
rkeith@bayareanewsgroup.com; sdussault@bayareanewsgroup.com; helbraun@helbraunlaw.com;
jrobinson@bayareanewsgroup.com; jcanova@scusd.net; csanfilippo@scusd.net; asgonzalez@scusd.net;
jmuirhead@scusd.net; vjfairchild@scusd.net; aratermann@scusd.net; mrichardson@scusd.net;
mryan@scusd.net; Al Smith; Cary Andrew Crittenden; Be Judged; Peter Fimrite; Nanette Asimov; Public Defender
Media; Fulvio Cajina; Mayor and Council; Lee Bagley; Thompson Sharkey; Greenpeace New Zealand; Bernie; The
Sanders Institute; The Gates Notes; The New York Times; Neil Patrick Harris and David Burtka; Greenfoothills
Info; Lik Roper; Cary Andrew Crittenden; Ro Khanna; Rainforest Alliance; Greenepaceusa Info; mcuban@axs.tv;
joebravo@bravolaw.com; Carpenterandmayfield Info; districtattorney@sfgov.org; sixth.district@jud.ca.gov;
editor@paloaltofreepress.com; joe@piastalaw.biz; JOHN CLEFSTAD; scottlarent28@hotmail.com; will@crimdefense.com; super nova
Re: KNOW JUSTICE KNOW PEACE (CONTINUED)...
Thursday, December 19, 2019 10:10:14 AM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

"The bottom line is class-based discrimination in civil rights law not only aims to
protect the poor from being overcharged; but also the rich as well...In other words;
just because someone has lots of money does not mean government can
overcharged them to live...This grand concept of class-based discrimination protects
all people..."
On Thursday, December 19, 2019, 10:01:40 AM PST, super nova <galaxy_454@yahoo.com> wrote:
JUST ADDED: "AS OF LATE SILICON VALLEY HAS BECOME THE LITERAL HEART OF CLASS-BASED DISCRIMINATION HERE IN
AMERICA...MUCH LIKE HOW MANHATTAN HAS BEEN FOR A LONG TIME NOW; SILICON VALLEY HAS BECOME INCREASINGLY
EXPENSIVE FOR MANY RESIDENTS -- EVEN HIGH INCOME EARNERS WHO MAKE UP TO $125,000 DOLLARS PER YEAR -- CAUSING
MANY TO FLEE TO OTHER REGIONS OF THE STATE AND COUNTRY...AND SINCE CLASS-BASED DISCRIMINATION GOES BOTH WAYS;
IT CAN ALSO BE SEEN AS YET ANOTHER FORM OF REVERSE CLASS-BASED DISCRIMINATION IN PRICE GOUGING WEALTHY AREA
RESIDENTS BY OVERCHARGING THEM FOR PRETTY MUCH EVERYTHING FROM RENT TO GASOLINE TO ETC ETC ETC...MOST OF LIFE
HERE IN AMERICA IS PAY TO PLAY IN GENERAL TO BEGIN WITH -- THIS PERHAPS CANNOT BE CHANGED -- BUT SILICON VALLEY
TAKES THIS ALL TO ANOTHER LEVEL..."

On Wednesday, December 18, 2019, 1:31:19 PM PST, super nova <galaxy_454@yahoo.com> wrote:

Here's the latest:
THE US COURT SYSTEM IS TOTALLY CORRUPT AND BASED UPON GREED
(NOT JUSTICE) AND RUN BY LAWYERS REWARDED BY PUTTING PEOPLE IN A
PRISON SYSTEM BASED ON PROFIT?!?

THE US COURT SYSTEM IS TOTALLY CORRUPT AND
BASED UPON GREED (NOT JUSTICE...
Note: Robert Gettinger is an ex-LAPD cop who not only doesn't like
corruption; but he also knows all about it af...

Note: Robert Gettinger is an ex-LAPD cop who not only doesn't like corruption; but he also knows all
about it after dealing with crooked fellow LAPD cops...And it is beyond shameful that this kind of situation
is allowed to exist in this day and age...Could we find a more perfect a more perfect description of the
present danger emanating from the US government than this? And does this equate to equal justice
under law?

"When a government who is unprincipled in public proceedings; desperate for our tax
fortunes and bold in their temper towards justice; possessing a considerable lack of
equal deference for all people; narcissistic in their ordinary government-sanctioned
demeanor; scoffing openly in public regarding the principles of liberty -- when such a
government is seen to mount the hobby horse of popularity to join in the cry of danger
to liberty; and to take every opportunity to embarrass innocent citizens instead of our
inherently corrupt and totally embarrassing US government which should be under
suspicion; and to bring those citizens under wrongful suspicion; to flatter and fall in
with all of the nonsensical bullshit of the judiciary zealots behind this massive
inhuman injustice; it must be justly concluded that this is an effort to throw us all into
confusion so government may ride this storm and direct the whirlwind to help guide
court cases through this intentionally rigged system of injustice..."

On Wednesday, December 18, 2019, 12:30:13 PM PST, super nova <galaxy_454@yahoo.com> wrote:

Ok...Now that I have regained my composure; I wanted to recommend that replanting
4-5 new redwoods in place of the old ones would be a good idea right now...Dig deep
holes and fill them full of fresh organic soil and then plant the redwoods and fertilize
and water them regularly; perhaps running a pipe along the tennis court boundary to
water the new trees would be a good idea too...
It was totally UNACCEPTABLE to remove those trees -- and I highly suspect they
were removed without required permits as well...Therefore the time has come to fix
the damage and start over so it can be done correctly this time around...And don't
think staying silent will make this all 'go away'; as it will only make me that much more
determined to get to the bottom of this situation...
On Tuesday, December 17, 2019, 12:20:32 PM PST, super nova <galaxy_454@yahoo.com> wrote:

GOOD RIDDANCE DEMOCRATIC PARTY! OFF NOW AND FOREVER!
On Tuesday, December 17, 2019, 12:15:18 PM PST, super nova <galaxy_454@yahoo.com> wrote:

here's my latest related Facebook post:
On Tuesday, December 17, 2019, 11:34:45 AM PST, super nova <galaxy_454@yahoo.com> wrote:

Ok I suspected no one would answer back...It could be due to the holidays but I doubt
it...Many of you SCUSD folks saw my last email I suspect...Anyway; most school
district trustees are these sort of novice local individuals who were encouraged to run
for their seat by their Auntie Janie or whatever; so I don't expect any responses...Don
Sun would have been the exception due to his experience in Cupertino government
and/or the way the Vallco situation was handled so carefully by the City of Cupertino
until democratic governor Newsom destroyed the deepened democratic process with
a wrecking ball...You must remember that many Cupertino residents came from areas
of the world where there is no democratic process; therefore this is beyond insulting
and hurtful to the process...
Many school district officials also think since they are helping out children that
anything they do is acceptable...I know all about that special kind of condescending
hubris...And I also know that since you all know I am a powerful and unstoppable
local journalist and activist and self-appointed Mayor of Southwest Sunnyvale who is
questioning all of you -- that you all are taking the fifth right now because you are not
only all apparently part of a conspiracy against truth -- but you are also frightened that
you all did something major without required public approval...
And I also noticed that the Hong Kong deepened democracy story has all but dropped
out of the news since publishing my blog post about it...Because let's face it; I made a
very uncomfortable -- yet accurate -- description of current events and it made some
people quite uneasy...Good then...Truth is a very powerful weapon is it not?
My point has always been for many years now that our system of american
government does not like deepened democracy and never has...Deepened
democracy means that all of the expensively purchased fake-ass government officials
who were elected by special interests to do certain things will not have as much sway
over proceedings...It also means bed ridden people will be able to vote about
important issues online from their beds...Because if we can do multi-thousand dollar
transactions online safely then we can also safely vote online too with some effort...
It also means the voices of average folks will rise and finally be acknowledged to
bring betterment to society; so all of the things that were previously ignored can finally
be addressed in a more broad fashion...
Questionable decisions made by larger groups of people will still exist; but at least
those decisions will have been run by more people...Exactly like the situation I forced
at the Peterson field a decade ago which brought about amazing results and
permanent changes to our neighborhood; with a permanent bucolic SCUSD farm
which helps to preserve our valleys' proud farming tradition...You're welcome...All for
now...

On Sunday, December 8, 2019, 6:59:39 PM PST, super nova <galaxy_454@yahoo.com> wrote:

I also wanted to comment that the last time I attended an SCUSD board meeting I
was almost run over purposefully in the parking lot outside of the building; and I have
always wondered whether it was tied to the same person and/or group of persons
who tried to ambush me back in July of 2007...It was a similar SUV-type vehicle...
Either way; this is a safer and more convenient method of communicating with the
SCUSD -- with oversight from federal and county etc officials as well so my
communications cannot be twisted into something they are not to try and silence my
valiant activist efforts...And speaking of that oversight; I wanted to mention that I have
heard from neighbors who have attempted to communicate with SCUSD trustees via
email without getting any response; including myself...Why do SCUSD trustees list
their email addresses but do not respond?
Is there anyone home SCUSD? I ask one brave SCUSD soul to speak out to us all
and explain...
On Friday, December 6, 2019, 12:53:16 PM PST, super nova <galaxy_454@yahoo.com> wrote:

Oh and then there's this:
-------- Beginning of forwarded message -------05.12.2019, 22:14, "Susanne Bentley" <senior.affairs@groupmail.com>:
Hello Jason
Here is partial list of the main people involved & having critical info pertaining to the
bribery investigation into the financial dealings of Judge Socrates Peter Manoukian
and its corresponding lifestyle audit, which from what I understand, is supplement
included in the final investigative file.
Investigator;" Kevin Williams: http://www.namcodiversity.org/committees/kevinwilliams/
Retired FBI agent''; Robyn Gritz: https://londoncenter.org/robyn-gritz/
Carole Herman: https://www.4fate.org/carole_herman.php
Investigative Reporter Janet Phelan: https://www.laprogressive.com/author/janetphelan/
Ted Scarlett: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f5R57jWPb54
Susanne
Sent: Thursday, December 05, 2019 at 5:57 PM
From: "Susanne Bentley" <senior.affairs@groupmail.com>
To: "Markham Plaza Tenant Association" <markhamplazata@gmail.com>
Cc: bill@sdap.org, patrict@sdap.org
Subject: Re: Heidi Yauman

Hello Jason, This matter involves a very complex bribery investigation into the
financial affairs of judge Socrates Peter Manoukian, that was preceded by a lifestyle
audit, which was triggered in great part by the work of Kevin Williams, an investigator
out of San Francisco, and Carrole Herman, from F.A.T.E., (Foundation Aiding The
Elderly) coordinated with Bay Area coalition members in compiling the relevant
probate court records. Janet Phelan was was also involved.
Terri's investigative files were removed from San Benito county and passed over via
"Task Force" delivered to retired FBI agent Robyn Gritz and designated records
custodian in the San Francisco Bay Area. Lynn should know who this person is.
Susanne
On Friday, December 6, 2019, 12:44:50 PM PST, super nova <galaxy_454@yahoo.com> wrote:

DEMOCRACY ON LIFE SUPPORT: CALIFORNIA SENATE BILLS SB 50 AND/OR SB 35 AND THE
DETRIMENTAL EFFECT UPON PUBLIC COMMENTARY AND/OR THE DEMOCRATIC PROCESS IN
GENERAL

DEMOCRACY ON LIFE SUPPORT: CALIFORNIA
SENATE BILLS SB 50 AND/OR SB 35 AN...
MATURE REDWOOD CLONE TAKEN FROM BASE OF
REDWOODS THAT USED TO GROW ALONG THE EDGE OF
THE PETERSON TENNIS COURTS ...

To bring the SCUSD up to date; I sacrificed almost a decade of my time; energy and
good life of 50+ years in this neighborhood when I stuck my neck out for and helped
save the Peterson field parcel a decade ago...
I brought the neighborhood together then experienced blow back in the form of
harassment and stalking and menacing etc...And it appears that not only police were
involved in this; but also actively worked to cover it up as it continued on unabated...
I managed to establish deepened democracy here in the Birdland neighborhood
during this time -- which is a proud tradition that must be carried forward into the
future -- but it also appears not only are the bleachers closed off which Peterson High
School alumni offered to fix with their dollars; but a pool where Olympic swimming
champion Mark Spitz trained has also been demolished as well; along with the

beautiful grove of redwoods that lined the tennis courts!?! These redwoods not only
were beautiful; but they also provided habitat for wildlife; much needed noise
abatement for nearby neighbors -- along with important carbon sequestration as
well...How could this have been allowed to happen? What kind of psychopaths would
do such a thing?
Either way; I cut some clones from the base of the redwoods a few years back; so all
is not lost...But it is still unconscionable the redwood grove was removed...Was a
required permit issued for their removal? And what is the plan for the parcel currently
surrounded by construction fencing? Please respond as their are many witnesses to
this email that are likely wondering what is going on there as well...
I thought it might be a good idea to share this information and these blog posts with
the SCUSD Trustees to keep them up to date with what is going on behind the
scenes...I started a new email thread today because the last thread was getting too
large and made it difficult to open up after awhile...
SEE ALSO: BIRDLAND FREE PRESS

BIRDLAND FREE PRESS
ZERO PABLUM NEWS FOR THE SUNNYVALE BIRDLAND
NEIGHBORHOOD AND BEYOND...

From:
To:

Subject:
Date:

super nova
raymond.hulser@usdoj.gov; cityattorney@santaclaraca.gov; brian.stretch@usdoj.gov; bcc@dca.ca.gov;
mc03100-11@yahoo.com; info@kamalaharris.org; info@scottwiener.com; otaylor@sfchronicle.com;
srubenstein@sfchronicle.com; susan.lee@doj.ca.gov; dsun@cupertino.org; admissions@calbar.ca.gov;
johanna.luerra@shf.sccgov.org; angelo.tom@hud.gov; district7@sanjoseca.gov; markhamplazata@gmail.com;
moneal@pdo.sccgov.org; schatman@scscourt.org; donald.rocha@sanjoseca.gov; dave.cortese@bos.sccgov.org;
sylvia.macdonald@ido.sccgov.org; mary.murtagh@eahhousing.org; gary.goodman@pdo.sccgov.org;
hwilliams@scscourt.org; Human Relations Commission; aleksandra.ridgeway@sheriff.sccgov.org;
wbrown@sfchronicle.com; mturpin@bayareanewsgroup.com; publisher@bayareanewsgroup.com;
editor@bayareanewsgroup.com; eclendaniel@bayareanewsgroup.com; jharper@vanlevylaw.com;
rkeith@bayareanewsgroup.com; sdussault@bayareanewsgroup.com; helbraun@helbraunlaw.com;
jrobinson@bayareanewsgroup.com; jcanova@scusd.net; csanfilippo@scusd.net; asgonzalez@scusd.net;
jmuirhead@scusd.net; vjfairchild@scusd.net; aratermann@scusd.net; mrichardson@scusd.net;
mryan@scusd.net; Al Smith; Cary Andrew Crittenden; Be Judged; Peter Fimrite; Nanette Asimov; Public Defender
Media; Fulvio Cajina; Mayor and Council; Lee Bagley; Thompson Sharkey; Greenpeace New Zealand; Bernie; The
Sanders Institute; The Gates Notes; The New York Times; Neil Patrick Harris and David Burtka; Greenfoothills
Info; Lik Roper; Cary Andrew Crittenden; Ro Khanna; Rainforest Alliance; Greenepaceusa Info; mcuban@axs.tv;
joebravo@bravolaw.com; Carpenterandmayfield Info; districtattorney@sfgov.org; sixth.district@jud.ca.gov;
editor@paloaltofreepress.com; joe@piastalaw.biz; JOHN CLEFSTAD; scottlarent28@hotmail.com; will@crimdefense.com; super nova
Re: KNOW JUSTICE KNOW PEACE (CONTINUED)...
Thursday, December 19, 2019 10:21:36 AM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

Anyway; back to the SCUSD situation...It is beyond troubling to see that no SCUSD
trustees have had the guts to enter this conversation and provide much needed clarity
for the subjects previously mentioned...Just silence...Is that what people voted you in
for? To stay silent when people you were elected to represent contact you? This is
further proof that something is not only awry down at the SCUSD; but also the City of
Sunnyvale who remain strangely silent as well -- as they compensate a violent thug
(Lee Bagley) while trying desperately to side-step my situation which I just forcefully
shoved down your throats with a claim submitted a few weeks ago...Denying me of
much needed aid as an enemy loomed down the street during a 'hot war' started by
the RPF; allowing me to be further harassed and stalked at my residence while police
did nothing to stop it -- BECAUSE POLICE WERE BEHIND IT...
On Thursday, December 19, 2019, 10:09:56 AM PST, super nova <galaxy_454@yahoo.com> wrote:

"The bottom line is class-based discrimination in civil rights law not only aims to
protect the poor from being overcharged; but also the rich as well...In other words;
just because someone has lots of money does not mean government can
overcharged them to live...This grand concept of class-based discrimination protects
all people..."
On Thursday, December 19, 2019, 10:01:40 AM PST, super nova <galaxy_454@yahoo.com> wrote:
JUST ADDED: "AS OF LATE SILICON VALLEY HAS BECOME THE LITERAL HEART OF CLASS-BASED DISCRIMINATION HERE IN
AMERICA...MUCH LIKE HOW MANHATTAN HAS BEEN FOR A LONG TIME NOW; SILICON VALLEY HAS BECOME INCREASINGLY
EXPENSIVE FOR MANY RESIDENTS -- EVEN HIGH INCOME EARNERS WHO MAKE UP TO $125,000 DOLLARS PER YEAR -- CAUSING
MANY TO FLEE TO OTHER REGIONS OF THE STATE AND COUNTRY...AND SINCE CLASS-BASED DISCRIMINATION GOES BOTH WAYS;
IT CAN ALSO BE SEEN AS YET ANOTHER FORM OF REVERSE CLASS-BASED DISCRIMINATION IN PRICE GOUGING WEALTHY AREA
RESIDENTS BY OVERCHARGING THEM FOR PRETTY MUCH EVERYTHING FROM RENT TO GASOLINE TO ETC ETC ETC...MOST OF LIFE
HERE IN AMERICA IS PAY TO PLAY IN GENERAL TO BEGIN WITH -- THIS PERHAPS CANNOT BE CHANGED -- BUT SILICON VALLEY
TAKES THIS ALL TO ANOTHER LEVEL..."

On Wednesday, December 18, 2019, 1:31:19 PM PST, super nova <galaxy_454@yahoo.com> wrote:

Here's the latest:
THE US COURT SYSTEM IS TOTALLY CORRUPT AND BASED UPON GREED
(NOT JUSTICE) AND RUN BY LAWYERS REWARDED BY PUTTING PEOPLE IN A
PRISON SYSTEM BASED ON PROFIT?!?

THE US COURT SYSTEM IS TOTALLY CORRUPT AND
BASED UPON GREED (NOT JUSTICE...
Note: Robert Gettinger is an ex-LAPD cop who not only doesn't like
corruption; but he also knows all about it af...

Note: Robert Gettinger is an ex-LAPD cop who not only doesn't like corruption; but he also knows all
about it after dealing with crooked fellow LAPD cops...And it is beyond shameful that this kind of situation
is allowed to exist in this day and age...Could we find a more perfect a more perfect description of the
present danger emanating from the US government than this? And does this equate to equal justice
under law?

"When a government who is unprincipled in public proceedings; desperate for our tax
fortunes and bold in their temper towards justice; possessing a considerable lack of
equal deference for all people; narcissistic in their ordinary government-sanctioned
demeanor; scoffing openly in public regarding the principles of liberty -- when such a
government is seen to mount the hobby horse of popularity to join in the cry of danger
to liberty; and to take every opportunity to embarrass innocent citizens instead of our
inherently corrupt and totally embarrassing US government which should be under
suspicion; and to bring those citizens under wrongful suspicion; to flatter and fall in
with all of the nonsensical bullshit of the judiciary zealots behind this massive
inhuman injustice; it must be justly concluded that this is an effort to throw us all into
confusion so government may ride this storm and direct the whirlwind to help guide
court cases through this intentionally rigged system of injustice..."

On Wednesday, December 18, 2019, 12:30:13 PM PST, super nova <galaxy_454@yahoo.com> wrote:

Ok...Now that I have regained my composure; I wanted to recommend that replanting
4-5 new redwoods in place of the old ones would be a good idea right now...Dig deep
holes and fill them full of fresh organic soil and then plant the redwoods and fertilize

and water them regularly; perhaps running a pipe along the tennis court boundary to
water the new trees would be a good idea too...
It was totally UNACCEPTABLE to remove those trees -- and I highly suspect they
were removed without required permits as well...Therefore the time has come to fix
the damage and start over so it can be done correctly this time around...And don't
think staying silent will make this all 'go away'; as it will only make me that much more
determined to get to the bottom of this situation...
On Tuesday, December 17, 2019, 12:20:32 PM PST, super nova <galaxy_454@yahoo.com> wrote:

GOOD RIDDANCE DEMOCRATIC PARTY! OFF NOW AND FOREVER!
On Tuesday, December 17, 2019, 12:15:18 PM PST, super nova <galaxy_454@yahoo.com> wrote:

here's my latest related Facebook post:
On Tuesday, December 17, 2019, 11:34:45 AM PST, super nova <galaxy_454@yahoo.com> wrote:

Ok I suspected no one would answer back...It could be due to the holidays but I doubt
it...Many of you SCUSD folks saw my last email I suspect...Anyway; most school
district trustees are these sort of novice local individuals who were encouraged to run
for their seat by their Auntie Janie or whatever; so I don't expect any responses...Don
Sun would have been the exception due to his experience in Cupertino government
and/or the way the Vallco situation was handled so carefully by the City of Cupertino
until democratic governor Newsom destroyed the deepened democratic process with
a wrecking ball...You must remember that many Cupertino residents came from areas
of the world where there is no democratic process; therefore this is beyond insulting
and hurtful to the process...
Many school district officials also think since they are helping out children that
anything they do is acceptable...I know all about that special kind of condescending
hubris...And I also know that since you all know I am a powerful and unstoppable
local journalist and activist and self-appointed Mayor of Southwest Sunnyvale who is
questioning all of you -- that you all are taking the fifth right now because you are not
only all apparently part of a conspiracy against truth -- but you are also frightened that
you all did something major without required public approval...
And I also noticed that the Hong Kong deepened democracy story has all but dropped
out of the news since publishing my blog post about it...Because let's face it; I made a
very uncomfortable -- yet accurate -- description of current events and it made some
people quite uneasy...Good then...Truth is a very powerful weapon is it not?
My point has always been for many years now that our system of american
government does not like deepened democracy and never has...Deepened
democracy means that all of the expensively purchased fake-ass government officials

who were elected by special interests to do certain things will not have as much sway
over proceedings...It also means bed ridden people will be able to vote about
important issues online from their beds...Because if we can do multi-thousand dollar
transactions online safely then we can also safely vote online too with some effort...
It also means the voices of average folks will rise and finally be acknowledged to
bring betterment to society; so all of the things that were previously ignored can finally
be addressed in a more broad fashion...
Questionable decisions made by larger groups of people will still exist; but at least
those decisions will have been run by more people...Exactly like the situation I forced
at the Peterson field a decade ago which brought about amazing results and
permanent changes to our neighborhood; with a permanent bucolic SCUSD farm
which helps to preserve our valleys' proud farming tradition...You're welcome...All for
now...
On Sunday, December 8, 2019, 6:59:39 PM PST, super nova <galaxy_454@yahoo.com> wrote:

I also wanted to comment that the last time I attended an SCUSD board meeting I
was almost run over purposefully in the parking lot outside of the building; and I have
always wondered whether it was tied to the same person and/or group of persons
who tried to ambush me back in July of 2007...It was a similar SUV-type vehicle...
Either way; this is a safer and more convenient method of communicating with the
SCUSD -- with oversight from federal and county etc officials as well so my
communications cannot be twisted into something they are not to try and silence my
valiant activist efforts...And speaking of that oversight; I wanted to mention that I have
heard from neighbors who have attempted to communicate with SCUSD trustees via
email without getting any response; including myself...Why do SCUSD trustees list
their email addresses but do not respond?
Is there anyone home SCUSD? I ask one brave SCUSD soul to speak out to us all
and explain...
On Friday, December 6, 2019, 12:53:16 PM PST, super nova <galaxy_454@yahoo.com> wrote:

Oh and then there's this:
-------- Beginning of forwarded message -------05.12.2019, 22:14, "Susanne Bentley" <senior.affairs@groupmail.com>:
Hello Jason
Here is partial list of the main people involved & having critical info pertaining to the
bribery investigation into the financial dealings of Judge Socrates Peter Manoukian
and its corresponding lifestyle audit, which from what I understand, is supplement
included in the final investigative file.
Investigator;" Kevin Williams: http://www.namcodiversity.org/committees/kevin-

williams/
Retired FBI agent''; Robyn Gritz: https://londoncenter.org/robyn-gritz/
Carole Herman: https://www.4fate.org/carole_herman.php
Investigative Reporter Janet Phelan: https://www.laprogressive.com/author/janetphelan/
Ted Scarlett: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f5R57jWPb54
Susanne
Sent: Thursday, December 05, 2019 at 5:57 PM
From: "Susanne Bentley" <senior.affairs@groupmail.com>
To: "Markham Plaza Tenant Association" <markhamplazata@gmail.com>
Cc: bill@sdap.org, patrict@sdap.org
Subject: Re: Heidi Yauman
Hello Jason, This matter involves a very complex bribery investigation into the
financial affairs of judge Socrates Peter Manoukian, that was preceded by a lifestyle
audit, which was triggered in great part by the work of Kevin Williams, an investigator
out of San Francisco, and Carrole Herman, from F.A.T.E., (Foundation Aiding The
Elderly) coordinated with Bay Area coalition members in compiling the relevant
probate court records. Janet Phelan was was also involved.
Terri's investigative files were removed from San Benito county and passed over via
"Task Force" delivered to retired FBI agent Robyn Gritz and designated records
custodian in the San Francisco Bay Area. Lynn should know who this person is.
Susanne
On Friday, December 6, 2019, 12:44:50 PM PST, super nova <galaxy_454@yahoo.com> wrote:

DEMOCRACY ON LIFE SUPPORT: CALIFORNIA SENATE BILLS SB 50 AND/OR SB 35 AND THE
DETRIMENTAL EFFECT UPON PUBLIC COMMENTARY AND/OR THE DEMOCRATIC PROCESS IN
GENERAL

DEMOCRACY ON LIFE SUPPORT: CALIFORNIA
SENATE BILLS SB 50 AND/OR SB 35 AN...
MATURE REDWOOD CLONE TAKEN FROM BASE OF
REDWOODS THAT USED TO GROW ALONG THE EDGE OF

THE PETERSON TENNIS COURTS ...

To bring the SCUSD up to date; I sacrificed almost a decade of my time; energy and
good life of 50+ years in this neighborhood when I stuck my neck out for and helped
save the Peterson field parcel a decade ago...
I brought the neighborhood together then experienced blow back in the form of
harassment and stalking and menacing etc...And it appears that not only police were
involved in this; but also actively worked to cover it up as it continued on unabated...
I managed to establish deepened democracy here in the Birdland neighborhood
during this time -- which is a proud tradition that must be carried forward into the
future -- but it also appears not only are the bleachers closed off which Peterson High
School alumni offered to fix with their dollars; but a pool where Olympic swimming
champion Mark Spitz trained has also been demolished as well; along with the
beautiful grove of redwoods that lined the tennis courts!?! These redwoods not only
were beautiful; but they also provided habitat for wildlife; much needed noise
abatement for nearby neighbors -- along with important carbon sequestration as
well...How could this have been allowed to happen? What kind of psychopaths would
do such a thing?
Either way; I cut some clones from the base of the redwoods a few years back; so all
is not lost...But it is still unconscionable the redwood grove was removed...Was a
required permit issued for their removal? And what is the plan for the parcel currently
surrounded by construction fencing? Please respond as their are many witnesses to
this email that are likely wondering what is going on there as well...
I thought it might be a good idea to share this information and these blog posts with
the SCUSD Trustees to keep them up to date with what is going on behind the
scenes...I started a new email thread today because the last thread was getting too
large and made it difficult to open up after awhile...
SEE ALSO: BIRDLAND FREE PRESS

BIRDLAND FREE PRESS
ZERO PABLUM NEWS FOR THE SUNNYVALE BIRDLAND
NEIGHBORHOOD AND BEYOND...

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Scott Wiener
Human Relations Commission
Save the Date! Saturday, January 11th
Saturday, December 21, 2019 12:17:56 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of
opening attachments and clicking on links.

Scott Wiener

Friend,
I'm excited to announce the Campaign Kickoff for my Re-election to the
California State Senate, District 11. RSVP here, or reply to this email to let us
know you can make it. I hope to see you there!

Sincerely,

Scott Wiener
Senator
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